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Preface

r

When one door closes, another one opens. But we often look long
and so regretfully upon the closed door that we do not see the one
which has opened for us.
(Alexander Graham Bell)

And shall we just carelessly allow children to neer any casual tales
which may be devised by casual persons, and to receive In their
minds for the most part the very opposite of those we should wish
them to have when they are grown up? -
(Plato, The Republic)

Part of the educational problem we faced in creating this resource ,

book was our encountering all too frequently an attitude of
Indifference on the part of teachers toward network television and
television in education. Yet ours was a grdup fully dedicated to the
idea that television as a medium can not only be educational, but is
also one of the richest resources available to teachers. The.dllemna
faced by many teachers is the notion that learning through television
is merely 'caught' rather than `taught', that is, the learning occurs
passively without effort. For others television also seemed to lack
significant content and connection with their courses of study.
However, It was the intention of our group to demonstrate that not
only is there a significant body of content available in Ontario
through television, but also that there are methods of Incorporating
this content and its medium Into evEiFyday.teaching strategies and
situations.

The purposesvf this resource book are:

to examine theralations between the teacher, the student and
television,

to provide concrete teaching models whidh.demonstrate breadth
and depth in learning through television, ,

to indicate that curriculum Manning and design which Ignores
television does so at the expense of a wealth alearning that is
best provided through the medium of television;

to orient teachers to the Innumerable resources of the-Ontario
Educational Communications Authority (OECA).

As this book concerns both,teaching and television, It was only
natural for the project to be shared by a team comprised of-OSSTF
teachers and resource people froni OECA,,

, -2\

Please note that this book does not attempt to provide a technical
manual for operatingaquipment. There are. countless such
resources readily available. In its place we have provided
descriptions of a few Selected books which. we believe will be useful
in schools. Also, we have indicated how communityable systems
might be used.

Our intention was to reach not only the inexperiencedeacher, but
also to provide sources and extensions for those teachers already
actively involved in teaching throUgh television. Moreover, we also
have endeavoured ttladdress administrators; audio-viSual
consultants and co-ordinators to assist them In planning educational
utilization of television.

The key to the book is the concept of utilization, by which we mean
that television as a medium mist/be adapted, informed and shaped
by teachers to a useful purpose, ,namely the learning of young
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people as-well as themselves as teachers.

We believe that the book is practical and takes into account th
everchanging natures of television, the teacher and students. In
many senses, our mottoihroughout has been 'Ask and Ye Shall
Retrieve'.

'To see or td perish is man's condition. To see more is to be
more.'
(Teilhard de Chardin)

I
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The Primal Screen 4

How t a a ,tiaachef In many senses this question is part of seceral largekissues about

Make\ Television ,

r?

educational resources. How can a teacher best Utilize educational 'A-
. resources which facilitate the learning of Students, andEd ational? . simultaneously enhance the learning of the teacher? How:can

it
educational resources be most effectively and efficiently
incorporated into curricula to support and increase learning? What
other resources an educational processes can) .teacher juxtapose
with anteducational resource,like television, to develop breadth and
depth in learning? Finally, what specific qualities does televisjon

-.

have as an educational resource which influence teaching and
learning? . \, .. \

Another area which should be explored in relation to thiS questiohis

5

what the term "television" can mean. To Ontario.teacherS, the i
`\ term can refer to people receivingff-air broadcasts through' .

televisi set's, while to others it can refer to the use of television
progre s on videotape as part of educational curricula. The term

4can als mean the use of closed-circuit television reception within a
`school or the use of portable videotaping equipment by students., In
eddition,',the term can refer to television viewing in the home. This. :
rAsource booklet,attempts to accomodate this wide variety of
patterns in both definition and utilization. }

,

Yet another element within this question is whetherIbe information
conveyed through television has been designed or is capable of
being 'Constructed, as educational or not. .Some teachers maintain
that, unless the televised information is specifically devised as\
educational, they cannot utilize it, while others believe that any
televjsed information is capable of tieing utilized -- it is really a
process of interaction and costruction rather than mere \
classification or simple rejection. The philosophy underlying this
resource booklet is that, while there is a difference between. ,

information and learning, if properly planned and educationally
designed, often that same information can be turned intornultiple"
fearnifig application

1,11,has also been th philosophy of the people 61-eating this resource
handbook that W at makes television educational Is the way the
teacher utilizes t e content with students. Equally imPortarit are
the learning objectives of the students experiencing television. It
has also been our belief that such considerations fall into two
formats:

UseNcontrolled format: the teacher and the students have direct
to the equipment necessary to create or play back

info mation and can, therefore, adapt and shape that information
to their own needs, interests, contexts and methods.

Institutionally orcentrally controlled format: the t4icher and
students have iridirect or limited access to the equipment, or that
this access is controlled'by an institution, so that this knformation
is received largely as receOtion with no user-control. \

This is not to say that one format is better than andther, bilt rather
that they are different and that they each demanclunique teaching
strategies to utilize television in classrooms. What; howeyer, seems

t.)
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A

ail too rarely, recognized is t t both formats ne ssitate the teacher
considering that the educati nai materials con yed or presehted
through television must be s pplemented, com limented and
juxtaposed with other educa lonal processes, strategies and
resources.

To gain maximum benefit fr m any educational resource (whether it
is conveyed through a electr s nic medium or not) the teacher must
preview the resource in ter of what informationpr attitudes are
conveyed,-how they are con yed, why it could or should be Utilized
and when it would be approp late. Another key component in this
teacher's previewing is the s uctures underlying the resource: is it
composed of a series of short, interlocking segments, or is ifs
information to be received as whole/ Whatever the structure, the
teacher then must examine th resource in teems of the followipg:,

first-hand and second-hand xperiences: how can I as teachir
help my students experience on a first-hand basis what is codified
in the resource?

mental and physical experiential dimensions: what experiencei
can my. students have through encountering this resource: those
involving thinking, feeling or moving (or all three)? What needs
to be developed beyond the actual receiving of the televized
information?

extensions: what other )earning processes, mediated experiences
and equipment do I as teacher have to set up for the students tq
pu'rkue the televized information?

Once these basic previewing issues have been considered by the
teacher, then the educational designs for utilizing this resource as
an eidfor teaching to provoke learning will develop.

.,,

If, then, a teacher is utilizing a television program within a
curriculum, that teacher must treat it in ways similar to the ones\that
books, graphics and other educational resources are treated. It '
seems that there is no one book that is complete enough in itself to
answer or raise all questions, or to introduce or generate all
explorations. An educational resource, like a book, seems to
demand that the teacher augment what is explored in the book by
comparing its ideas to those in other books, or documents, or films,
Or audiotapes. In short, the teacher utilizes the book as a vehicle to

'" promote many learning areas and gathers around it as many
possible "amplifications" as possible from any number of other
resources. The sarnk'k,,is true of using television in the classroom.
Unless the teacher pr\vides the educational contexts and
imensions for the information conveyed through television, then

t televisidrrwill not provide educational opportunities.

What then the teacher must determine is how the use of television
can initiate or activate educational processes. For example, will the
playing back of a videotape on scientific research methods help the
students to experience,those methods on a second-hand basis so
that they can practice them later? Would it be best to present them
first with a scientific problem,around which they can hypothesize
and imagine their solutions, have them record their experi,ments on
sheets of paper and then view the program so that an analysis of
their methods-can folloW? Or, would it be better to read them an
actual acc'ourit of pow one scientist actual lyid his experiments and
then watch the program? Should I have them watch the program

t
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first, making noteiln their books, nd then present them with an
actual experimentto have tilem actice these methods?

All of these types of teacher planning disappear, of course, the
moment it is decided by the teacher to use the program as a Friday
afternoon filler! Here the priority is entertainment, not education.

Most considerations of making television educational revolve,
therefore; on three central concerns: what will I as teacher have the
student involve themselves in educationally, (a) before the
information through television is conveyed, (b),dbog-their
experiencing of that information and, (c) after they have
experiencedlt?

Another issue iri making television educational for the teacher is
following:

6o I have direct control over the methods of playing babk the
information? .
Will the students only receive the information as played back
thrc)ugh a system that enables them to receive the information as
a whole as though it was being-lproadcast?

In essence, then, television as an educational resource is utilized .

best when it is seen as a vehicle or medium conveying information
and offering learnP6g opportunities which by its very nature needs
the active participatilon of teachers in shaping that information and
opportunity for learning. It must, therefore, be seen within, put into
and utilizedin an educational context. Television must then as,4
medium be aligned with and complimented by other educational
resources and processes, It jndst also direct and accomodate the
interests and needs ofthe students.

e
In the diagram that fpllows we have attempted to outline these
philosophies. You will find thil useful as a checklist for planning
teaching when using television asan educational resource. The
diagram also makes a beginning aitempt to formalize schematically
the various learning processes available through and instigated by
utilizing television as a medium or resource. We believe that, by
considering these issues, a teacher begins the educational designs
through which teleyision can be utilized as a medium for learning.

1
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HOW TO MAKE TELEVISION EDUCATIONAL

Pre-viewing Activities

r ading, researching, discbssing,
dr atizinghypothesizing, problem- solvin
wri ing, photographing, eudiotaping,
brainstorming, valuing, documenting,
inducing, deducing

books, pamphlets, maps, graphs, statistics,
documents, stories, debates, ooks,
pairitsporta-paks, tape r o erS'

User-controlled format: capable of, being
played back in segments, replayed..
retrieved-, fast forwarded
Institutionally/Centrally controlled format:
capable of being played back as a whae
through hroadcast

i,Viewing Aftivities

notating; contrasting, testing,
inferring, discussing,<de6ating,
proving, symbolizing,
photographing, videotaping,
audiotaping, concretizing,
anablizing, sequencing,
predicting, relle playing

diagrams. maps, paints, cameras,
gooks. statistics. documents,,log
books. television

Pest - Viewing Activities

reading, testing, concluding,
discussirfg.,

personalizing, ab-stracting,
generalizing, criticizing,
describing,evalUating, drawing
moving, photography, videotaping

videotaping equipment,
audiotaping equipment, books,
graph- pads

Experienoing of recorded
experiences.
Exploring mental, emotional,
physical dimensions &
reactions

Curriculum areas

How do all the le.arning experiences
generated by this television program
relate to other areas in the curriculum
I am offering?
How do all the learning experiences
generated by this television program 2...
relate to other curricula offered by,
other teachers to the students I am
working with? ,

Are other teachers using this
television program?How? Could
other teachers use it in their
curriculum?

4

4

Television Program
Videotapin0Activity

Processes of Evaluation

Are the learning,experierh offered
by this television program capable of
being evaluated through writing,
disCussingftesting, dramatizing?
Should I as teacher evaluate the

, students before, during and after
their use of the televisipn program?

Ft
How can I as teacher help the
studenyi evaluate their own learning
and their use of the television
program-?

0,

Extensions:through Resoyrces

What resources ip the
Library/Resource Centre extend
these learning experiences?
What resources within
communify extend these learning
experienTes?

What'specialist or experts can I as
teacher draw upon to extend these
learning experiences? Which ones

the students draw upon?

Extensions through Media

What resources conveyed through
other media:relate to the television
program? ,

What drfferencesin perception are
there between the information and
re5rning opportunities Conveyed in
this television program and those
conveyed by otherg?



Television A Standford University professor, James Gibbons, conducted an
International study invoiving.the best educational televisionand the Teach(tir

rogramming to be found in some six nations of the World. He
establish0 that common to each were the following:

a ' The educational program must be planned for a specific target
audience.

Specific educational objectives that are relevant to the needs
Interests of the target audience must be clearly understood an
agreed upon.

A systemmatic multi -media approach, must be used in,which both
knowledge specialist and media specialist are employed
Educators who are capable of learning and understanding the
instructional characteristics of various media must be found.
Clear and ca I provision for personal interaction...must be
made.

Evaluation and feedback arrangements must be made to monitor
7. audience,reactiszl.In and change the Instructional material to suit -
q., audience needs.

For the optimist, educational television is a liberating force, a force
which fr s student and teacher alike from the traditional restraints.
which a ect learning.Th is of course recognizes that television is a
trerne usiy potent medium of communication. But, the dilemna
occurs when this pcitency is applied to the classroom: where very
often the fascination with the medium so engages student and
tearer alike thatthe real purposes of the presentation are lost.. When the tkacherbecomes mere spectator, then learning may still
take place but, unfortunately, it will become almost entirely
dependent on the medium and its content- -the teacher still
undecided as to what his-or her real role is to be. Caught, yes, but
certAlnly not taught.

Don't Blame Me
Somewhere%long the line the relation between the teacher and
educational television went sour. In the years immediately after
WW II, there were those who assumed that tetevislon would fill-in
and function as an electronic teacher at a time when North America
was plagued by a very real teacher shortage. It was next assumed
that television was an obvious vehicle for leacher self-analysit via

A elaborate micro-teaching and v c(leglaping setups. Others felt
television to be a boon to teacher training and was as well an
opportunity to preserve-on tape the excellence of certal n-master
teachers,, permanent modefor lesser teaChers to imitate. More
recently, we have experienced the learning-by-doing school which
encourages discovery via a yharids-on'I approach to the harciware
and process called televistim.

:11

Affluent school 4pards Old their officials, in the interim, came-to
feel that monitoria, playback facilities, central dubbing and
distripution services were essentials and so came to indulge In a
hard a nd software orgy, with little thought granted to just how the

Gibbons, J. Guidelines for the Application of TechnologyleEducational
Objectives Obtained from an Analysis of Succesies and Failures. Found In The
Cable and Continuing Education, ed. W.S. Baer& R. Adler, Aspen Colorado:
Aspen Program on,Communication and Society, 1973. .1
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equipment was to be used, what its content was to be, what
modifications or adjustmentelo existing curriculum would be
required and certainly little concern for the ego of the lowly teacher:,
Other juris lotions ignored televislon completely, viewing It as
something fa luxury, an extra, and therefore hardly an essential.
In some hools the equipment became the "possession" of single
IndividuAls who staked out a territory of their own and warded off
the interests of other teachers. Elsewhere, the equipment was
stored in cupboards, seldom used and gathering dust. When the
good timesrcame-to an end and financial restraints and ceiling&
became the norm; very Often. it was the funds normally allocated to

°support instructional media resources which were the first to be cut #
under the category of frills.

Meanwhile, thoseiesponsiblefor the creation of educational
television programming, were enduring their share`of problems.
Equipment formats were changing constantly making
standardization of service extremely difficult. Equipment soon
became obsolete, not because of overduse but simply because the,
technology refuied to stand still. QuacpriiPtnch, half, quarter-inch
formats, reel-10-reel, cassette, cartridge,disoc... Where was It to

( stop and,what to do with a pattern,which changed almost daily on an
international froht?

0

It was also a time in which instructional formats and content were
undergoing serious revisions. Program consultants, producers,
directors and even writers remained somewhat dazed and confused
by the presence 9f an extremely vocal and Indeedpill4nt student
target audience.Iproughoiut the world student unrest became the 4*-

4\- 1i.
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norm. Students frequently rejected oid:mOdels and Old modes.
Perhaps, never again will-the'volce of our children be, heard and
accomodated in quite the same Way. 'The statistically huge youth
culture of the sixties pleaded for a new and radically different
pattern in life, in loving, and in learning: 'Far:too ofjen the demand
of change for the sake of change.was granted. Educational
television programming west° beno.different.fTEW, likethe radical,
experiments in communication at our own-1967 could and

would become a totally packaged audio-Visual experience, an
assault on our senses.,. Tricks rapid dissolves and
fades, close cropping;,elaborate chrome keying effects,- rapidly
moving montages andIntredIble sound tracks were to beporne the .)
new wave. ChildrernWere to become the,rediplents of the "new
look" in.learn ing, alook that they supposedly generated. There was
still,to be t at traditionaleducational fare, but 'it was now
interspers d with a popular cultoretokenism which all but
destroyed heeducatiOnal -content ari'd too often precluded any real
learning. Neatly edited assaults tested our emotions. Rock
music aster art.cult heroei, and eastern philbsophies.crept into
the ntent With little thoUght to purpose, process or final product,.
If It was releVant it was in The results were all too predictable.
StUdent and teacher alike were uncomfortable withWhatthey saw.
Silently, they:diernIssedAheprospetts of educational:television, and
'somehow assumed that it wo-did simply4O.aWay:,,,Evertmoments of
excellent'programMingstill suffered frdin an.all.too'powerful link
vith thetextboOk and a style in whith the Jecture, emonstrationor,

interview was the basic format n the use of isuals,
, graphite, illustrations and film rose complimented the content.

After all, the medium was a visual ne.,
-.But, at best, th goals of student, acher and prOgrammer seemed
to be far apart, situation often r u gin conflict-in which the'
results wer n itabie: ctismay an ej- . The teacher,
remained assured that his teaching strategies wire at their best-if i
uninterrupted by television and.thousands of screens remained dirm
throughout the land. But television didn't go away. If anything it.
became an even more powerful source of informationinour
jalryday lives. Television was.a,force which could not be.
ig ored....not even the -diasSreorn where,-whether the teacher liked
it or not, the medium.shaped many-of the perceptiOns shared.byour
students. 11

A second generation talent addressed the former
problems of educational television andthe medium was afforded 6.
rare second chance:. Attempts were. Made to remedy many of the

.

'failings of earlier prograM efforts. 'Greater specificity was applied jo
the target audience and in the creation of elaborate support
materials. The change M direction largely became one of relying.
less on the traditional instructionalelements,'which formerly/
attempted to offer - .little more than teacher surrogates. In theirplace
came a more indudtive approach in which both the students and
teacherrusing television programming as resourde,.bedarne active
participants In and shapers of learning and teaching
experiences. Greater, concentration was giyen tothepecial_

.

potential and unique presentational modes of television-- why,talk
about Africa,, when you can visually be there. More attempts were
Made to develop appreaChes whitsompressed time and space,
certainly much less timeend.space than 'required in a lecture

':format. In other vykrlds, the task became one of finding th most
. 4 ,

k
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powerful visuals Imaginable to parallel and compliment the audio
sod track. Interactive television became the goal and supplanted
the

uc
kdelivered"-message.

Reduced were the former extremes between production goals and
''the strategies for learning that were accessible to teacher and

student alike. Teachers learned to handle materials in a flexible
'and creative fashion, constantly expanding the range of ways in
which theypegotiated the content of a fresh and every-increasing
wealth of televisibn materials.

Ontario's own OECA is indeed the source of much of this new wave
of materials, generating programs from Its Toronto headquarters,
and by securing the short and long term distribution rights of their
own roductions and of internationally acclaimed materials suchas
the Civilization and Ascent of Man series. Frequent forays into
everlremote.nook and cranny of the province by the OECA's
utifization team have served to increase the sensitivity of educators
and students to the complexities and potential of television in
education and certainly enhanced the role of educational television.

Flexible and more open-ended programs continue to mesh together
the interests and needs of student and teacher. A fresh attitude on
the part of. an increasing number of educators to grant educational
television its long awaited due is occuring throughout the Province
of Ontario, What remains is a twofold consideration;, a heightened
awareness of exactly HOW our students learn and WHAT is
reqUired from teachers to make televisiontruly educational?
Perhaps the following hints will assist the teacher in negotiating
their way through parts of the excefIence in educational television
.pr4ramming available in this province.

Television "instructional television has a tremendous potential. It can
motivate, excite and involve large numbers of people of all ages.and the Learner
it can transport the viewer to any location in-the past, present and
future, in the realms of fact or fiction, reality or fantasy... It can
make visible to all at the same time what would normally be
visible only to one..."
(Donald G. Perrin)

When we incorporate an educational television show into our
curriculum, the underlying assumptions are thathe viewing
experience somehow compliments the learning or skill objectives of
our so-called "lesson plan". Careful teacher previewing or
preliminary readings have also confirmedthat in the viewing _

experience itself there is a retrievable amount of content with which
the student can Interact. The following provide an inventory or
check list which the teacher might take into account as they "punch
up" an educational television show.

Objectives
ViYhy am I using this particular content? -

a 4 What do I hope to accomplish?
What is it that I wish my studenti to accomplish or gain?
How can I ensure or at least facilitate my objectives?
Does the content best introduce, expand upon, or,conclude a unit of
work?
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Prerequisite Skills
What level of complexity, vocabulary or concept, maturity exists in
the content and format?
Are rhy specific students' at this particular level?
if not, what Could I do to achieve this?

Should I-perhaps do some pretesting to ascertain the level at
which the majority of thb students are operating?

. Beyond skills, are there considerations of agt, maturity, and
appropriateness?

Focus
What needs to be provided to arm each student with a "frame of
reference"? -

What introductory or initiating activities might I provide?
.How might the student's focus be directed throughout the
presentation?

Activity Isolation
Given that WIT fish our students to gain something from their
viewing experience, HOW will they go about accomplishing this?
Will they engage in: translating, concept formulation, comparisons,
memorizing, collecting, classifying, identifying, analysing etc?
What can we do as teachers to sharpen and facilitate this HOW?
Could we review the learning skills required prior to actual viewing?.
Would alternate visuals or.-readings better prepare the student? If
so, are they immediately available? Am I being imaginative?

Medium and Message,Sensitivity
Taken into consideration must be the f011Owing:
How familiar are the students with educational television? How
familiar are the students with using television for educational
purposes ?. How much data have they 'Tgleaned" from TV in other
courses? In your course? This is really an experience inventory.

Format awareness.
What clues are given in the content?
Would the students benefit if they had key clues, questions, or fbci
in advance of actual viewing? Are some of the clues dependent on
colour capability? Will the visuals lead to understanding and
meaning: If not, how could you reinforce the actual acquisition?
How could you as teacher make the bulk of the data accessible and
retrievable to your students? Would repetition of any or all content
help? Is some oi the data presented too rapidly or in too
."concentrated" a fashion for your students? What to do?

Learning Alternatives
Given that no ONE learning medium (including TV) will ever be all
things to all people, are there alternate sources of the ame material.
which should be a part of the overall presentation and Teaching
strategy? a) When should I intervene and exactly how should I go
about it? b) When should I interact?

Response Inventory
, flowtan you tap the respor es ofjthe students to what they have

seen?
,What opportunity will therkb or their reactions and exchange of

(,)

perceptions?
Will the content be used inductively?

1 <;
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Are you listening to what they are saying about the content?
_ Can you resist "forcing" the conclusion most appropriate to the

lesson? -
Do The range of Pesponses invite and encourage related research?
How can you direot these responses to the most desirable end?
Do any of the responses indicate that some of the content has
been missed by certain students? What to do? ,
Will,any-of the responses alter the way ypu use or present the
Content in the future?
How much do you Wish to accomplish with the single
presentation? , .

Does the response or feedback conform toyour ultimate goals?
Will ybu be aware of delayed feedback which may materialize at a,
later date butwhich is a direct by-product of the cumulative effect
of the viewing etcperience? ,

Do you as teacher favOur certain television formats and ants?
How.might you as teacher compensate for those moments in ,

television content or format wrwich you dislike? .

. ,

, Beginnings and Endings
_

How will the content fit into the sequence of materials you are
currently presenting?

What part IS it of the whole? .

What subsequent use will be made of the new information or the
nelnimowledge?.,
How will we ensure remembering rather than forgetting,
UtilizationAtter than avoidance? -:

What is the durational expectancy we affix to the new knowledge?
How will It "teleicope" into past and future consideration?

a How will we review 5vhat we have gained?
-Will we learn it again? eintroduce it? Reconfirm it? Repeat-it in a
new or in an alter-ed co xt?

How will Iwe tie everything together iio some f.cirrn of
SUMMARY? What are the main elements we wish to cpnftrm?,
Are there short as opposed to ng term expectations present?
How will we convey the istir 4Ion to our students?
Are a content that we ave done our best to integrate the
pre entatlon Into the se uence of our work.
WI l we confirm the signi ante of the viewing by directing our
students to some worthwhIl pplIcatIon or use of their new
Inforrhation bits? F 1

In ensuring that some form of whole Is assembled out of the bits
and pieces, what evaluation is to take place and what will be its
shape?- -./.

In finatanayisis the teacher Is not unlike a-good newsman. In his
use of television he is concerned with five W's. Why? WheW
When? What? and to Whom? To answer only two or even thre-eof

- these criteria Is simply not adequate. If we hope to make television
significant in our classrooms then we must become active agents in
quality contrdlling the ways in which we use, not abuse, television.

Some considerable dept is owing to the Ideas of Richard W. Burns, Professor 'o(
Education, University of Texas, El Paso, who In an article entitled "lastruction I

Television, Interact and Learning 0 ectives" ptovided a number of the criteria arid
concerns reflected in the above. Reprinted in editcational technology, May, 1976.
(Vol. XVI, No 5)

1 5
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The challenge remains. Stated sirrl y, it is based on the availability.
of program excellence. Given such rogram, excellence, then it
becomes the teacher'S task TO MAK TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL. .

TELEVISION

After five year producing educational television and materials for
schools we would like to think that Ontario educators know what we
aire all about.' Our stated, goal is to "utilize electronic and associated
media-to provide educatiotial opportunities for all the citizens of
Ontario." OECA iSalso a unique group of people dedicated tdthe
principle that the dbmmunications"media can make'a difference in
contemporary education. OECA should be treated by teachersas a
large resptoe to tap and use. We would go as far as to suggest that
professional teachers,should 'exploit our work as they see fit. We
may have the expertise in producing educational television and
utilization systems, but in the final analysis it all comes down to how
you can use our programs and systems. In short our work is'
designed to facilitate your objectives in the classroom.

0

The 0 A is a different kind of educational institution. OECA is a
Provin ial Crown Corporation created in June, 1970, by an act of the
OntarioLegislature to provide educational opportunities for all the
citizens of Ontario. Its stated goal is "to utilize electronic arid
associated media to offer educational opportunities where the Use of
such media will compliment thoSe beincrbffered by other agencies
and in addition to provide opportunities not otherwise available to
people in Ontario". To many teachers the OECA is best known
through its in - school television service on the TVOntario network
(see stations below) and through the facilities of the CBC English
and French Ontario networks each school morning. But it is also
much more. It is education in Ontario through television, film,
videotape, audiotape, educational publicationi, media,literacy
training for teachers and young people, together with its Utilization
Services. The OECA then is a service agency consisting of teachers,
educators; researchers, producers, writers and technicians who
since 1970 have been influencing, assisting and facilitating
education in Ontario.

Broadcast Services

TVOntario, the television broadcast service of the OECA, currently
consists of six network stations. The service is by microwave to
Ottawa (Channel 24), and by repeater transmitters from Channel 19
on the CNI°Tower to Kitchener Channel 28), London (Channe1)8),
Chatham (Channel 59) and Windsor (Channel 32)". TVOnlarteo
broadcasts during school hours to engage students and teachers in
off-air reception of educational programming. These programs are
a major component in our learning systems which include support
print materials. In addition many Ontario teachers tune to the
TVOntario signal in the evenipgs and weekends for professiontl and
personal development.

This whble educational televiSion broadcasting nqwork is
supplemented by the OECA's videotape distribution services which
provides videotaped copies of OECA programs and educational
support materials for teachers and schools in the Province of
Ontario. Through its videotape catalogue the OECA distributes'.
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videotape programs for use in Master Antenna Television Systems,
closed-circuit television systems, user-controlled contexts and
individual playback situations in schools. (Please refer to the
Address section of this book to write for copies of the VIPS
catalogue.) (Videotape ISrogram Service). The videotape
production services also can supply videotaped programs in- = °

in many formats (2" cartridge, 3/4" cassette, 1/2" open reel, 1" open
reel), a service that enables most schools to play back these to s on
Weir available videotape machines. The OECA, therefore, t ough
Its television service, the TVOntario network and Its videota
production services accomodates and supports a.wide variety Of
off-air and user-controlled utilization within Ontario.

Utilization Semites
A special feature of the OECA's services Is the Utilization Section
.whose task is to help teachers and students become Involved In
learning thrOugh television. This group of educators and teachers,
with extensive backgrounds and experience in classroom teaching,
television production and teacher education, conduct professional
developmentliorkshops in specific curriculum areas utilizing
television, videotape playback, educational materials and print.
They also orgariize sessions in training teac ers to utilize portable
television equipment in their classrooms t ese programs occur not
drily in the field, but also'in the Channel 19 U I ization Centre in
Toronto. ten, these educational specialists assist Boards of
Education n-designing master videotape distribution systems,
professional development sessions and integrated media servicei to
help teachers gain access to educational resources. Some Utilization
people areerigaged in research in schools. Their purpose Is to
deveiop learning models in order to expand the uses of television as
a resource for Ontario teachers.

Schop Radio
Withiri'the OECA there are also the 05CA School Radio broadcasts,
which are broadcast on the CBC Ontario network daily. (Monday to
Friday) at 2:03 p.m. These programs are heard over the following
stations: CBL-AM1740 kHz), Toronto: CBQ-AM (800 kHz, Thunder
Bay; CBO-AM' (910 kHz), Ottawa: CBE-AM (1500 kHz), Windsor
and thirty-nine low-power relay transmittemin Northern Ontario.
However, in addition to this broadcast service, OECA School Radio
Broadcasts are available tOteacherson audiotape (in' reel to reel
format or in'cassette format) through the-audiotape production
services. Also the OECA providea a Catalogue of its educational
audiotapes that are available to teachers. Over the years many
Ontarieteachers have utilized extensively both the broadcasting
service and the audiotapes of.the School Radio prograrfis. (Please
refer to theAddress Section Of this book for the mai Mg address to
write for copies of thedudlotape eatalogue.)

French Programming
Another special feature of the OECA is its French Programniing
Branch. The OECA believe that French language programming is
essential because it le another means of communication available to
Franco- 'ntarian$. OECA French-language programs are'televised
over the "i'Vntario network'as well as the CBC radio Ontario
Frenoh netTvork, the Frenchtelevision network of the CBC,
French-langLiage private television stations and cable systerni.,
OECA Frenth-language videotape and audiotape programs are also
distriputed to sthoola through the videotape and audiotape
production services,

4
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Pour re ondre aux besoins particullers,de to population
franco-ontarienne, l'OTE0 (l'Office de la Telecommunication
gducative de l'Ontario) s'est dote d'un apartment fran9als. Les /

. productions en iangue frangaise de TVOntario_sontcongues pour
completer et s' integer au programme d'enseignement des
nombreuses ecoles francaises de la province. Elles essayent
4galement de refleter Ia reallte soclocultdelle du milieu bntarien et

, de promouvlor leur identite culturelle. Cette pcogrammation
permit en outre a la/ niajoritg ontarlenne de se familiariser avec',
l'autre langueofficille du pays et d'appronfondirjeurs
connaissances de la culture canadienne-frangaise.-\

Cheque jour, le reseau TVOntario consacre quelqui heures
d'ante e aux erniOions en langue-francaise. La programmation
, air deiangue francaise de I'OTEO est diffuse au resea p de

television francalsede la Societe Radio-Canada, pastes priy_es/
affilies par quelqUei3Ermpagriies ablodistribution.. Les ewes,
peuvent obtenir copi s des §missions frangaises de l'OTE0 sur
bandes sonores ou bandes niagnetoscopiques aupres du service de
distribtition VIPS. l.1

OECA is Motivated and equipped to serve you as teacher with
strategies for developing "mediated learning" through teflevision,
radio and print. Our concern, then, is not solely with television and
radio programming, but also with the design of complete learning- 'k
systems which will offer and encourage educational opportuntiles
for all the teachers'and students in Ontario schools.

,YldeosStats

'' The OECA broadcasts 5,475 hours per year, as per its agree:pee
;,with the CRTC. The CRTC requires 60% .Canadian content over a
'Atte day. OECA's'ratio is 65% and during prime time, the ratio
is a full 70%. The number of: broadcast hours available: through'
VIPS, the OECA has 3000 programs available, running in length
from 10 to 60 minutes. The average length of program Is 20
minutes. Thus, taking an average of 20 minutes times 3,000

. programs, a rough average of the number of hours of
programming available for non-broadcast use equals about 1,000
hour).

Some 7000 motion pittures hmie been released by the motion
picture industry for dieplay on television.

When ,Pierre Juneau h aded the CFrOhere was both discussion fr-

o

and criticitm of his Can dian content idgislation. in February of
1972', in an address to t e Empire Club, Mr. Juneau reflected on
the television content a liable in the metropolitan Toronto area
during the week of Feb. 2 of that same year. Serviced by an
equal number of Americ n and Canadian stations the content
broke down into the folioyving statistics:
Available U. S. Programing

" Canadian,
Motion Pictures - U.S. -
Motion Pictures Canadia

-78%
- 22`Yo

133 features
none.

The above evidence would certainly mitigate against the continued
. evolution of a uniquely Canadian identity -- surely a partial function

of every broadcast-agency in the nation.
C.)
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OSSTF Resource Booklets'

PRESENTS:
-6)

:

:

STARRING: Lois Payne, Worry Whart and Garth Gtrnt (alias
SUPERVID!)

What travels faster than a speeding bullet, leaps free-standing structures
higher than the CN Tower, strives to root out the evils of screen Illiteracy ariI d
brings aid to that endangered species, the'classroom teacher?C,

SUPERVID!
The Man With Electrons On His Mind
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1. THE STAFF ROOM, SMAILTOWN HIGH SCHOOL. THE TIME IS
NOW.

(CAMERA TIGHTENS IN ON THE DRAWN FACE OF LOIS PAYNE,
ATTRACTIVE, BLOND HISTORY TEACHER. SHE HAS HEARD VIA THE
GRAPEVINE THAT THERE ARE TELEVISION PROGRAMS THAT MIGHT
HELP HER. r
SHE WATCHES TELEVISIONAT HOME.' HER STUDENTS WATCH
TELEVISION AT HOME. SHE KNOWS WHAT TELEVISION IS BUT SH
DOES NOT KNOW WHAT-IS AVAILABLE IN THE HEART QF HAM
CENTRE OR HOW TO GET IT TO SMALLTOW0 N, ONTARIO.)

LOIS: Mea Culp& I
(SHE FEELS GUILTY. SHE SMOKES CIGARETTES, DRIR FFEE t-
AND WORRIES A LOT. THERE IS MATERIAL THERE, SHE HA HEARD
VIA THE GRAPEV,INE, BUT WHEREW

1
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2. INT..GARTH GHENT'S OFFICE IN THE HcART OF GOTHAM CENTRE

(HER WORRY WAVES ARE RECEIVED ON GARTH GHENT'S SUPER
RECEIVER. THE SPEAKER GIVES OFF LITTLE VIPS OF GRAY SOUND.;
HE IS IMMEDIATELY ATTENTIVE. SOMEONE IN ONTARIO IS
WORRYING ABOUT EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION.

THE HAIR ON GHENT'S HEAD CURLS. HIS ENEMY WORRY WHART
-'4,(-1AS FOUND A TARGET-AGAIN.)

. WORRY WHART: Hee, hee,, heel (RUBBING HIS CLAWLIKE HANDS
WITH GLEE) I have.another victim!

(GHENT'S WHOLE BEING VIBRATES. HE MUMBLES TO HIMSELF.)

GARTH: Mumble, Mumble.

(HE PUSHES A BUTTON. AT EXACTLY THE SPEED OF LIG1-IT HE IS
TRANSFORMED. THE CALM, MEEK, BUT CONCERNED GARTH
GHENT BECOMES SUPERVIDI

SUPERVIDI TAKES THE ELEVATOR TO THE ROOF
OF THE DOWNTOWN BUI6DING WHERE I-1E,,
WORKS SINCE ALL THE WINDOWS ARE SEALED
BECAUSE OF THE AIR-CONDITIONING.

HE LEAPS INTO THE SKY, CIRCLES THE CN
TOWER TWICE NOTICING THE VIEW OF NIAGARA
FALLS THROUGH THE SMOG OF GOTHAM /
CENTRE AND STREAKS ALONG THE PATH OF THE
WORRY SIGNAL, ALL HIS TRANSISTORS TUNED
IN, HIS INSTINCTS.AT THE READY. A TEACHER IS'
IN TROUBLE. LOIS IS IN PAIN.)

3. MEANWHILE BACK AT SMALLTOWN HIGH

(SE -UP OF LOIS SMOKING HER TENTH SLIM
AND DRINKING HER FIFTH COFFEEN. HER
STOMACHE IS FEELING SLIGHTLY NAUSEOyS
FROM THE WORRY AND THE COFFEEN. YET
THERE IS A FEELING OF EXPECTATION THERE
ALSO.
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SUPERVIDI BREAKS INTO THE STAFF ROOM. HE
SENSES WHERE LOIS PAYNE IS SITTING CURLED
UP LIKE A GBALL IN THE NER, BUT HE ACANNOT SEE HER BECAUS OF THE SMOKE. HE
TUNES HER IN ON HIS MINI IRECTIONAL SENSOR
AND INCHES. FORWARD BARKING HISpHINS ON- THE LITTERED COFFEE TABLE AS HE PASSES,
MOVING T^I'VARDSTHE TEACHER IN THE EVIL
CLUTCH JF WORRY WHART, HIS INVISIBLE
ENEMY. ;
SHE SEES HIM. SHE DROPS HER CUP. SHE

d SENSES SOMETHING ELECTRONIC IN 'HIS EYES.
SHE DROPS HER WORRIES WITH HER CUP. THE
NAUSEA DISAPPEARS. AN ELECTRIC
EXCITEMENT COURSES THROUGH HER VEINS.
LOIS IS STRICKEN. SHE WILL DO WHATEVERHff
SAYS. ANYTHING.)

4. THE RESOURCE ,C; NTRE

(SHE BRUSHES HIS MARKABLE BIC EP AS SHE SLIPS PAST HIM AT
THE DOOR LEADI G TO THE RESOURCE CENTRE.,

SUPERVIDI IM MEDI TELY SENSES THAT THE MOST RECENT COPY
OF THE VIPS CATALO UE IS CLOSE AT HAND.)

SUPERVIDI: Read It. IS VOICE IS AS GENTLE AND REASURING AS
HIS BODY 1$ POWER L.)

(LOIS PADS THE IPS CATALOGUEF1OROM COVER COVER. SHE
SEARC ES FOR PR GRAMS THAT CAN BE USED WITH HER CLASSES.

NDER THE CAR UL TUTELAGE OF SUPERVIDI SHE FINDS OUT
M NY THINGS. S E FINDS OUT THAT THERE ARE SERIES AFTER
SE IES OF PRO AMS SUITED TO HER COURSES.

IN '4IE AFRI FILE ALONE SHE FINDS "THE MOURIDES: AFRICA'S
BLAK M LIMS" THAT WILL FIT INTO THE WORLD RELIGIONS
COURSE THAT SHE IS TEACHING.)

WORRtWHART: Foiled!
("BETWEEN TWO AFRICAS" MIGHT FIT INTO A CULTURAL STUDY
SHE IS PLANNING FOR THE NEXT SEMESTER, MAYBE SHE SHOULD
PREVIEW IT.)



WpRRY WHART: Oh, nol Not to preview. That's too much traoublel
(HbW ABOUT "BENEATH tHE VEIL" FOR HER GRADE VI MAN IN
SOCIETY COURSE? THE DESCRIPTION MAKE THE PROGRAM
SOUND REALLY INTERESTING!

BUT WORRY WHART IS NOT SO EASILY OUTDONE. HE TUNES HIS
TRANSMI ER TO LOIS PAYNE'S FREQUENCY AND ASKS A
QUESTION.)

WORRY WHART: How do you get these programs from Gotham Centre to
Smalltown, Ontario?

(LOIS WILTS. SHE CLOSES THE CATALOGUE. SHE REACHES FOR A
CIGARETTE, FORGETTING MOMENTARILY THAT SHE IS IN THE
RESOURCE CENTRE.

SUPERVID! NOTICES HER NERVOUS HANDS. WITH HIS
SUPERSENSITIVE AURAL TUNER HE HAS HEARDWORRY VVHART 'S_
WHISPERED QUESTION. HE MUST COME TO THE RESCUONCE.

'MORE!
WORDLESSLY (YOU WILL NOTICE THAT SUPERVIO1 IS RATHEF
TACITURN) TAKING LOIS BY THE TREMBLING.ARM, HE SHOVVS
HER THE FRONT OPTHE VIPS CATALOGUE WHERE IT EXPLAINS IN.
DETAIL HOW TO ORDER THE TAPES. ALL SHE HAS TO DO1S
ARRANGE TO PAY FOR THE TAPE. HER DEPARTMENT HEAD WILL
DO THAT.

SUPERVID! THEN LEADS HER TO THE CATALOGUE OF VIDEOTAPES
AVAILABLE FROM THE MEDIA CENTRE IN THE BOARD WHERESHE
WORKS. THEPROGRAMS ARE IN IT ALSO!)

0

LOIS: Hurray for the County!

(HE BRINGSHER THE FORM TO FILL IN. WITH TREMBLING HAND
SHE WRITES OUT A REQUEST FOR THREE PROGRAMS FROM THE
AFRICA FILE. HER SPIRIT SURGES AS SHE HANDS THE SLIP
CONFIDENTLY TO THE RESOURCE CENTRE TEACHER WHO SMILES
IN GLEE. IT IS THE FOIST REQUEST FROM LOIS PAYNE,
ENDANGERED HISTORY TEACHER.

tr
r

1,

LOIS IS ABOU TO LEAVE ON THE ARM OF SUPERVIDI WHEN SHE
`SUDDENLY ELAPSES TO THE FLOOR. THE GREATEST WORRY OF
ALL HAS ENTERED HER MIND. WORRY WHARTAS PROJECTED AN
IMAGE OF THE. SCHOOL'S VIDEOTAPE RECORDER INTO HER MIND.
IT IS A DISASTER. SHE SUDDENLY REALIZES THAT SHE DOESN'T "
KNOW HOW TO RUN THE VTR AND HAS ALWAYS BEEN TOO TIMID TO
ASK.

.SUPERVID! IS INDOMITABLE HIS TRANSISTORS HUM. HIS DIODES
GLISTEN. HE WILL TEACH H RI)
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5. A CLASSROOM ,

(HE HALF CARRIES, HALF DRAGS LOIS TO THE
ROOM WHERE THE VIDIOTAPE RECORDER RESTS
FROGLIKE ON THE STAND UNDERNEATH THE

'TELEVISION-SET, EYEING THEM WITH ITS TWO
LARGE REELS AS THEY APPROACH.

THEY STAND BEFORE THE VTR.VIT SPITS LITTLE
SPARKS. ANOTHER INEXPERIENCED TEACHER ,
TO FLICK ITS SWITCHES AVID TWIST ITS SKEW.
THE GENTLE HAND OF SLVERVID! CARESSES
THE BOXY FORM. IT RELAXES. HE KNOWS HOW
TO DEAL WITH NERVOUS VTR 'S. HE PRESSES
THE 'POWER' BUTTON. IT HOMS WITH LIFE.' o'
QUICKLY HE SHOWS LOIS HOW TO THREAD THE
TAPE, ACTIVATE THE MONITOR, TURN ON FAST
FORWARDTO FINOTHE (*GINNING OF THE
PROGRAM, TURN UP THE VOLUME AND SIT
BACK, RELAXED.

LOIS PAYNE IS,RELIEVED, ,SHE VENTURES AN OBSERVATION:)

LOIS: Hey, this thing works a lot like the sound tape recorder I learned to use
this year. --
(GAINING COURAGE. SHE TURNS THE SWITCH TO STOP THE TAPE.
SHE REWINDS IT. SHE TURNS IT TO PLAY. SHE CAN SEE THAT
PORTION OF THE PROGRAM AGAIN! EASILY! AND AGAIN!

THE CAMERA ZOOMS IN FOR A CLOSE-UP OF HER DUMBFOUNDED
FACE.

FOR SOME TIME SHE PLAYS WITH THE MACHINE. SHE REWINDS
THE TAPE, THREADS IT FOLLOWING THE DIAGRAM IN THE LID OF

< THE VTR, WATCHES THE PROGRAM, REPLAYS INTERESTING
) SECTIONS. SHE IMAGINES THAT SHE HAS A CLASS OF STUDENTS

WITH HER, FORMULATES QUESTIONS, GETS GREAT ANSWERS, .

LOIS IS HAPPY.

WORRY WHART SEES THE EXPRESSION ON HER FACE AND
DISSOLVES FROM THE SCENE. DESPONDENTLY HE TAKES THE
GRAY COACH TO LITTLEVILLE WHERE MARY CONTRARY TEACHES
ENGLISH.

LOIS LOOKS AROUND HER WITH HER HAND RESTING FAMILIARLY
ON THE PULSING VTR. SHE IS ALONE, HER WORRIES ARE GONE. IT
IS ALL SO EASY -- ORDERING TAPES, PREVIEW-INGTHEM,, USING
THEM AS PART OF HER PROGRAM. ,

SHE LOOKS AROUND FOR SUPERVIDI BUT HE HAS GQNE. SHE HAS
HAD NO TIME TD THANK HIM.)

(IN,pERT EXTREMELY LONG SHOT OF SUPERVIDI SLIPPING AWAY
UNOBTRVSIVELY AND STRgAKING BACK TO GOTHAM CENTRE,'
CIRCLING THE CN TOWER TO LOOK AT THE MENU-IN-4HE '
RESTAURANT AND DECIDING TO GO BACK TO HIS OFFICE WHERE
GA/ITH GHENT CAN ORDER A TOOT-LONG HOT DOG AND A GLASS OF
BUTTERMILK FROM THE OliTTAKE.)",

//,

Z3
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t S LEANS ON THE WINDOW SILL. SHE BREATHES CLEAN AIR INTO
H R LUNGS. SHE.LOOKS FORWARD TO HER CLASSES WITH
PROGRAM'S 0,4. VIDEOTAPE TO HELP HER.)

I
LOIS: How can I ever thank him '. I wonder whdlie is and where he comes
from' Why. I don't even know his ?mg! ,

(LOIS TURNS AWAY CAMERA FOLLOW F.,IER AS SHE
'THROWS BACK HER"SPOULDERS, CROSSES THE HALL WITH
CONFIDENCE IN HER STEP. ENTERS.THE CAFETERIA
PROUDLY. AND ORDERS A CUP OF'TEA.)

s.

a
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1 Who tiiksk Sources of Informati-on About Programs

The latest VIPS Catalogue:
(sample, see attadhed)
(The Canadian Wait)

This catalogue also contains information regarding the brochures
that are available free on spe

)
cific-series.

Your County Catalogue
Note: At least five counties in Ontario have all the programs listed
in VIPS'in their local media centre. Others have many selected
tapes ready for your access. .

. D
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.0' The Ty listings in the local paper include OECA programs
currently being broadcast. r<1

,54

, TVOntario: a bulleti sent tdall schools periodically.

ntano
The OECA Educational Television Program Schedule/Lhoraire de piogramMation.de la television educative de TOTED

0

.

t7

4Spring/printemps 106

_le

4
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HOW TO ORDER

Your county systeM may haye its own ordering system.
The VIPS Catalogue gives details of bow to ordeff di

.

z

1 For Ontario elementary schools 'seeohdary
schools, and. Nschool-board A. ciltres:

. 116.,

Ddbbing Rates on Custeinit-SupPlied Tape

'The dubbing rates arelho same-for black and
wilite'programs.ds forcoloUr pragrai
-6-30 rqi iuteg ' $ 6.00 orPall ,.-

- 31-60 minuted' , $12.00 on all formap

Dubbing Altes-on OBCA-Supplied Tape

4tandar4 engths listed: (Rates
OECA can supply VIPS pr in the following
formats and In the
include tape' cost and dubbing charges.)

4

Nr

0 "a.
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cartridge

10 minutes not available

20 minStes $18.00

3/41" cassette' 1/2/' open reel . 11"30en.reel

1. $17.00 nbt available not available.

.ncitaVaira'9107., not available '_

$15.00::: 30.00

.$27.00..

g

either case, the school will have tOprovide tapes or pay for the
take on which the program is recorded.

Print Materials
OECA produces teacher materials for most series., On most
occasions these are free. In some cases the book,(as with Ways of
Seeing, for example) is published commercially and mustke paid`
for.

Budget
The beauty of videotape is that it can be used again and-again. If
your department or school does not have a large enough stock of
videotape-to allow you to order programsfor review and use, at.
budget time make a specific request of the d iartment head.

ey

1

Previewing .
Another seCtionfof this resource booklet provides models which,Arei:
designed specifically to illustratg the many ways a Angle progrdm
can bb used. Toseethe instructional possibilities in a vicicotap,e or

- in a section of a videotape, it is necessary.to pitview it carefully so
that it can be integrated smoothly into a lesson and thereby serve a
distinc rpose. Onept the beauties 9f videotape is that it can be
stopped nd started, as well as replayed in sections easily, both at .

the previe tage and in the classroom. .
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Sound Tapes
Don't forget sound tapes (sometimes called phonotapes). Thereare
hundreds of'radio programs available in either cassette or
reel-to-reel formats.

OECA School Radio

"When televisionis used with the effectiveness inherent in the
medium, no other teaching medium can perform as well or as
flexibly in making thexorld of informatiOn, imagination, and
reality acO6isible to the thought process of a learner -- or amillion
learners. No other medium can manipulate action, object,
imagery,.and speech in virtually any imaginable visual and
auditory,combination so as to touch its recipients in so many
ways".
Bernard Z. Friedlander, ,VIdentity Crisis in Instructional-
Television: Can We Finci a Stro'ng Echo"
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Introductory
guide
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"What we have too often failed to seein the past is the central
role of the teacher in making televisio educational."

In examining the wealth of educational and instructional television
programming available in the Province, our team selected OECA
programs which we felt reflected state of the art excellence In both
productidn and content, together with their teaching and learning
potentials. Recognizing that by limiting ourselves to only five
learning systems there would be no way in which we could be all
things to all people. It was as a result, not our goal to select
program content which satisfied the various subjects taught in
Ontario secondary schools, but rather to demonstrate numerous
ways of imaginatively approaching television and thereby bring to
our classrooms richer educational experiences. Our focus then
became one of "utilization". We proceeded to construct five
models for teacher use, several highly visual and schematic, some
extreme in their detail and exploration, and another more general
and somewhat sweeping in its treatment of content.

We have taken every advantage possible in using videotape and its
playback mechanisms. We endorsed the concept of user-controlled
formats in these models. For you to retrieve the same amount of
information it will be necessary to isolate yo j.rf* needs and interests;
research and select OECA programming from the ciffrerft videotape
catalogue, preview this programming (together with its support
materials), plan your teaching strategies, implement these
strategies at the most appropriate time and make fuil use of
playback capabilities (rewind, fast forward, audio oln/audio off,
pause, etc.).

Simply stated, our models invite teacher exploration and
subsequent application of educational television content. If the
models increiee the positive ways we use television as an integral
part of the teaching and learning we hope to accomplish, then they
will have eerved their purpose. What might come as a surprise is
that in several instances, we have examined only. a minute or
slightly more of a program's total content. What is remarkable is
that even when limited to a single moment, television can be
"explosive" in its classroom potential.

The programs selected were: Ways of Seeing, Requiem for .

Literacy?, The A fricarr File, Chillenge To Science, anclkthe Clinton
Special.-



Ways of Seeing: Part 4 [1]

Program Log: Segment 1

1. (0-1:05) tchild walking through
a4visuall cluttered urban scene
with a v ice-over narrator
commenting on the impact of
advertising ("publicity") in a
modern society. s

2. (1-2:00 end with title) A
fantasy-reality montage of actual
life and advertisements with a
voice-over narrator commenting
and questioning.

A. This videotape series, available through OECA on tape (and also through
BBC on film), consists of a number of pictorial essays by the renowned art
critic John Berger on the interpretive and educational potentials of art' and
advertJsing. The principle aim is to initiate a process of questioning values.

Areas of Study

art
advertising
consumer studies
urban studies
media studies
man in society
theatre arts

One Learning Area

Advertising:
Comment on the volume of coded messages we
receive daily. How many are registered and how ..
many lost? Why is this the case?
What are the roles of shape, colour:dress,
posture, beauty, texture, atmosphere, and setting
in shaping the Wants and needs of viewers dr
consumers?
To what extent are our needs and wants, based In
reality and fantasy? When do the criteria of the
advertisers stop and ours take over?
What societal values are reflected in advertising?
What psychologies underlie the strategieS of the
advertiser?
Why and how are people created as sex objects
through advertisements?
How does.advertising shape our personal futures?
Where do the alternptive worlds of 'advertisers
exist -here, there;Or no where?
To what extent does competition necessitate a
multiplicity of ad Images?
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In this model we have focused intensely on a two-minute segment of this
series, capitalizing on the playback-reWind capabilities of videotape. In the
next model, we have presented a more general treatment of the next ten
minutes of the same program.

Activities for Students on Advertising

Activities Before Seeing The Videotape:
Collect old and contemporary magazines, catalogues, and newspapers.
You will need scissors, tape, newsprint or art paper.
Hold up five different but competitive ads for the students' comparison
before they view the tape. Have the student establish their own criteria for
making comparisons.
Create a hignand low fashion inventory with the students reflecting their
tastes and attitudes.

Questions to Consider Before Using The Videotape:
Who are Vie potential target consumers for the five advertisement's you
have displayed?
What advertisements',dd you identify with?-What single component causes
this identification? Why do you reject certain ads? How do what you
accept and reject compare with other's views on the same ads?
Is an advertisement's credibility.intensified by the endorsement,of a
well-known personality? ,

How believable are advertisements and how necessary is such credibility?
Should a society accept that its citizens achieve status through their ability
to consume?
How do advertisements alter our "Ways of Seeing"?

Use of Tape:
Have the students view the first two minutes of the tape without the
soundtrack. Have them compare their interpretations. Then rewind and
replay the same section with the soundtrack. Have the students compare
and contrast their alttired reactions and new ways of seeing.
Have the students analyze how the soundtrack compliments the visual
statements.
Why did the programmers allow trucks to continually interruptour view of
the advertisements?
Play back the first two minutes as a whole, but have the students
individually record, while watching, what for them is fantasy and what is
reality in the tape. Have them compare their records.

Follow-Up Activities:
Using porta-paks, film or paper and pencil, have the students document
the signs and symbols used in advertising within their community.
Evaluate models of sophistication and of communication within these
advertisements. What have the students learned about their community in
this documentation?
Have the students keep a personal response inventory to television ads for -
one week's viewing.
Compare advertisements in different media. Cbnsider the following also:
corporate logos, sublimInals, Censorship, cultural and sub-cultural
influences. What limitations exist in each. medium for advertising?



Ways of Seeing: Part 4[2J

gr.

Program. Log: Segment 2

1.

Ways of Seeing based on the-BBC Television series
with John Berger, Pelican, 170 pages,,papertiack,
$3.95, available from Publication /0ECA or at your local,
book store.

The book, Ways of Seeing, uses 6ItsliaftIng point
some of the Ideas contained in the telex/1310h series of.
the same name. However, the aythors tried to extend.
and elaborate those ideas. 6

T /le book contains seven ess rfour of the essays use
atfords and images: three of them e only images. The.

(2:00-12:00) From the title to where the narrator says
that w will be different if we.buy what we are offered.
"Gla ur is manufactured by photography."
This se ment shows a photographic session for Vogue
magazine being set up on an estate. The tape employs.
oil paintings to show the direct visual comparisori
between current advertisements and traditional art. In

-"some examples the ad has deliberately imitated
.situations and characters from paintings: in others the
painting is part of the-visual ad. The visuals are used so
cleverly that at times it is impossible to tell whether you
arc,4zoking at an-oil painting or a photograph.

, ,

The Juxtaposition alio serves the theMatic-pkposes of
the tape, that Is, to show the very different purposes for
which paiOtings and photograpi*Eire created.--

Detalts-FOr'One Appiloatlir

Theme:, Photograph§-1s thti-oeW I pitIntitig, 1,

Oil painting and photOgraphyare.ailkifjrrthaethey both:
give tangibility to objects andpKtitheObi-raildeals'
(that is, the principletdthat Olean). What you
They are unalike in that oil painotpgaihow whgt yob
already have (your present cRhcrition of life), but
'photography as applied to advertising shows a way of
life you must aspire to. That is, if we buy what we are
offered, we will be Ficher -- not only our possessionsbut
our relationships will chahge for the better.

1

Poss113,1, Applications

Modellim
photography
oil painting
advertising ("publicity")
music
mythology
media study
economics
consumer studies
layout and design

/Th
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purely pictorial essays, on ways of seeing women; for
example, are Intended to raise as many questions as the
verbal.essays.
Essay number 7 contains the essentials of the script
that we used in our models for Ways of Seeing,tpart 4!
It also includes black and white photographspgrriany of
the images in that television program.
This book would be a very useful resource for the
teacher who wishes to use either part 4 of the Ways of
Seeing or the complete series,

Activities For,Students

Activities Before Seeing The Videotape
Obtain art books containing painting from the
Resource Centre. Research who is In the paintings,
their life style (possessions, relationships, etc.)
Cut out colour ads from magazines. Who are in the
ads? Who are the ads aimed at? What are the
possible differences in life styles between the people
in the ads and the people they are aimed at?

Questions
1. Compare the life styles of the three sets of peOple:

those in the paintings, those in the ads; and those at
whom the ads are aimed. Draw some conclusicris.,

2. In what ways are photography and painting (a) alike,
and (b) different? Go beyond technical matters to
content and the effects of the two media on the
viewers.

Use of Tape:
Play back this entire segment of the'videotape once,
having the students note what-to them are the three
most important ideas presented by-the narrator.
Have the class arrive at a consensus as to what they
consider the important ideas in this segment. What

. has this experience taught them about the ways they
"see" (infer, evaluate, experience, question).

Follow-Up Activities
Are there conclusions wh ch can be drawn other than
those given by the narrat r about the relationship'
between painting and pho ography, the nature of art
and photography and the r le of advertising?
Is advertising the modern thmakec?

1

r
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Requiem.for Literacy.

Program Log

1. (0-48 sec.) Primary Class
with audio: School
Days/Nursery Rhyme
parody.

2. (49.90.sec) Titlds:,

Questions-
a. Whatever happened to

writing?
b. Whatever' happened to

reading?
c. Requiem for Literacy?

with funereal audio (rack
and yoice-over narrater

3. (91-145 sec) Montage of
. contemporary TV images.

41,

This OTF-OECA co-produced professional developmerit program has been
designed to function as a catalyst to our analyses as teachE(rs of the dhanging
nature of literacies. The program design encourages Intense short segnfent
explorations. These segments or units motivate the following activities: an
inventory of the history and naturii of print, its seeming derbise, rivals,
extensions and its future; the print presence in reading, writing and its
connection with television; the values and roles people place orftelevision.
and its potential to influence adults and children alike in home and school.

vaa Learning Areas

What is television saying and doing to you?
Howls television influencing your student's
teaming? .

What are the,differences and relations between
information and learning?

How does print literacy differ from televisions
literacy? . . :e.

'144 How dOtelevi ion programs inform or shape the.
values of the st denta you teach?
How does tele ision reflect, shape, and perpetuate
the popular culture? .

What are the roles of television in the various
disciplines we offer in secondary schools?.
How is television educational?

.
Has the literacy of print disappeared, or is it

, chariging? Does it appear in the new literacies?
What hasthappened to writing and reading? On
whbse authority? What are the facts, what are the
fantasies?
Do the questions .In #2 of the Program Log beg or
inyfte a "return to basics"? Also what wilt be, , -;gained? What will be lost?

. What do these images reflect? What are the values,.,
underlying them?
Are certain images dominant or more prevalent?
What do these images infer about our society? Is
what,is inferred fact or fiction?'
What emotions and thoughts are generated in the

'viewer by the montage?
What are the differenCes between message and
manipulation? What is the role of the visual assault -
in this montage in determining message or
manipulation?

44,
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Teaching Strategies

How might a viewer differ in interpreting the opening if he or she
were a'child, an adoloscent and an adult?
How might the subject disciplines of a teacher cause various
responses to the opening?
How would you as teacher make the opening two minutes of
Requiem for Literacy?. educational? How would you'supportor
refute the theses underlying the opening of this pr4ram
(statistics, print resources, visuals, films)?
I ndivi4pally Or in groups, analyze a single page of a TV guiple in
terms of the educational potential offered bythe programd.
Analyze the effects on you in the opening of seeing the children
playing with clay and hearing the song and the nursery rhyme
parody. 4
List all the dead literacies. Can a literacy ever be abandonetl?
Deterinine if the SendtraCk forces the viewer to conclusions
before the content isianalyzed. How generally are soundtracks
employed in shaping our perceptions of television programming?
How are learning experiences heightened when the sound and
picture-Combination areperfectly integrated?

k-To What end does the selection of visuals force our perceptions
into th$ prddbcer's pre-conceived ideas?
EvaluSte whethe.r or not this montage necessitates analysis or
whether its effect's are simply to be accepted.
Research what scientific data is available to teacherson

. eye-movement and eye-memory relations in children while
reading and W,,aiching television.

3

r
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Challenge.to Science is intended not only for science students and
teachers, but for anyone interested in new solutiOns to energy
problems. Your involvement is essential to the success of the
project. Please send any,informat ion or queries to Challenge to
Science, OECA, Box 200, Station Q, Toronto, Ontario M4T 2T1. For
information on obtaining videotapes of the programs, writeto VIPS,
Box 200, Station Q, forontof Ontario, M4T 2T1. Teachers' notes
can bp obtained from the same source.

Objectives
The creators,of thiS series have three major objeCtives:

To stimulate stunts in Ontario to break through to a solution or
mini-solution to the problems presented. (This is based on the
reality that science doesn't have all the answers and that
breakthroughs occur as the result of a fresiTapproach to solving a
problem.)
To use students results to encourage other students to tinkerand
experiment (a kind of province-wide Science Fair).
!'o establish respect for the scie ce and technology that already
xista., (Rediscovering the wheel valid learning experienCe.)
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Winds of Change
The first program deals with alternate energy sources approprtately
called Winds of Chang The topic is brokeh down into five areas of
challenge:
1. solar concentration,
2. solar storage,
3. methane generation,
4, harnessing wind power, and
5. energy from tides.,

These challenges are real, current problems that are of concern to
many scientists in this country and they must be answered: We
hope that you can. bring a fresh approach to these problems;
solutions that may have escaped others.

Correctily anticipating numprous and varied responses the program')
consultants advise:

One approach you might take to many of the challenges is to build
a senal I scale model. Scientists often use models to clarify e.
solution to a problem. A del can help you see more clearly
some characteristics of yo proposal. However, we must Aid a
Word.of cautionwhen it corn s to transforming your model into
actual size. Changing the di ensions of a model also changes
many of its properties. If the I ear dimensions of a model are
'Increased by a factor of ten; the rface area increases by a factor
of (ten)2 = a hundred, and the w ht Increases by a factor of
(te0)3 = a thousand. Thus a model ucture collapse
under its own weight when made in actua e.

(The challenges themselves are developed In the show, and hen
'both reinforced and extended in the Teacher Notes (avairabi free
from OECA).,

9f-the challeng s to science in program 1, number 4 is typical.
The following is an excerpt taken directly from th Teacher's Notes.

Challenge 4
Design a power unit thatefficiently transforms the energy of the
wind.

Some commercial windmill generators are, presently available. A
3-metre diameteF windmill is advertlied as producing about 200
watts of power in a 14 mile-per-hour wind. The powerf a windmill
increases as the cube of the wind speed. Thus if the wind 'Speed
were to double, the power increases by (2)3 = times. One of the
main difficulties in,,the design cad wind generators if the efficient
transfer of power from the blades to the electric generator.

Some questions you might consider are:
1. What is the best location for a wind generator? A wind speed'

indicator would be useful.
2. How can you store the enbrgy of a windy day to use during a calm

day?
3. Should the blades rotate on a vertical or horizontal axis for

greateefficiency?
4. What are methods you might use to compare the efficiency of

various designs? ,

5. Could a wind tunnel pe a useful apparatus for testing models?

3 .
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Responses

Direct Responses to Specific Challenges:
When the series was run the first time, a staff of fifteen experts wasset up to receive andanswer the students' responses to the
challenges.

Many of the responses were ingenious. One such experiment set up
an ecosystem on the basis of algae and mice. The system worked
well, but it's importance lay in a spin-off. The student accidentally
Sprayed algae from-his centrifuge ovena dish of mould. Later he
noticed that the mould had been destroyed. Upon investigation, a
scientific paper was found that described tt effect of algae on
mould. This studelit disCovered a process that could hav4a useful
application and he just missed making an original discovery.

Another student met the challenge to produce energy by building
both methane and hydrogen fuel cells. The paper presented on his
research was sufficiently impressive to gain him a University
s\holarship to pursue a 4cienCe course.

Responses not anticipated:

- The program consultants saw the need to,set upcommunications'
'between students' of similar interests. A network of inventive kids
was established.. This network had a positive effectbn the'
individuals whose interests sometimes isolatedthem sociallY, as
well as permitting an excha,nde of ideas.

- Members of the public who viewed the series when broadcast \
wrote and called stating that they wanted contact with other
people who shared their enthuslasni for the concerns expressed in
the programs, .

Some Possibilities
Science:
in school: Could this series support parts of your program?

- Interschool Contact: Do you have inventive students who need to;
make contact with others of similar interests? ._

- Board-wide Seminars: Does your science co-ordinator promote
interaction between schools in terms of science fairs, seminars
involving students or an interchange of experiments?
Historical Study of Inventors: Collect biographies in Resource
Centre. Architecture: The influence of solar heating on the design
of housing.
Values: in the conflict between economic growth and
conservation of-resources, which is diewinner? which the loser?
Urban Studies: How will the city of the future be altered by,
necessity to accomodate new sources of vnergy?
Creativity: Note: 4 steps in scientific disbdvery: preparation,
incubation, discovery and verificati/i. What are the similarities
and differences betweenecientific creativity and artistic
creativity?
Reference: Koestler, The Act of.Creation
and Kuhn, Scientific Revolution

Geography: In what other parts of the world Is it necessary to
explore alternative methods of creating energy? Why?

^':
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Extensions
The teachers' notes'to Challenge to Solencti includes a bibliography
which would be useful in developing pre- and post-viewing
activities. Here is a sample.
General Reference
Clark, Wilson. Energy for Survival: The Alternati0 to Extinction
Anchor BoOks, Doubleday.
Eccii, Sandy, ed. Alternative Sources of Energy NeW York: Seabury
Press.
Edmund Scientific Catalogue, 1947 Avenue Road, Toronto.
Scientific Amer/e'en, September, 1971.
Challenge 4
Hamilton, Roger `Can We I-Irniss the Wind?" National
Geographic, December, 1975.'
Scientific American, May, 1974 "Blowing in the Wind", page 61.
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It's Kind of Frightening
"Man's visual system-has more than a million channels; capable
of transmitting instantly 10 million bits of information to the
br,pin. Yet the brain has the capacity for receiving only 27 bits of
informatidn per second."
(Scientific American)

"Thinking people.:.are left-brained in development.; That is,
they rely mainly on the left hemisphere, which controls
sequential, analytical tasks based on the use of propositional
thought. But TV, we are informed, appeals mainly to the right
hemisphere of the brain, which controls appositional - that is,
non-sequential, non-analytical thbught."

(Saturday Review, .5/31 /75- Douglas Cater)

Speculations
. .

Will 1984 arrive only to have "Big Brother" replaced by
"MOTHER"? (MOTHER =. Multiple Output telecommunication
Home End Resources) -- a not-too-distant multiple channel source t,
of electronic data which will be connected to local retrieval centres,
microwaves, cable, laser beams, and even satellites. Such
multiplicity of sources will not only, speed up the accessibility but
greatly increase the range and volume of our contacts with the
outside world. A step closer to the long prophesied total )communication environment.

-r
t ,

.

A

4.

"By the time a child born-today reaches college, the amount of
knowledge in the world will be four times as great. By the time
that same child Is 50 years old, it will be 32 timeas great, and
97 percent of everything known in-the world will'have been
learned since the time he waaborn."

(Robert Hilliard)

?r3
44,



The. Clinton Special:

Program Log

This OECA videotape series is a documentary about'a theatre group
(Theatre Passe Muraille)creating a documentary play called The Farm
Show based on the actual people and events in the Clinton, Ontario
area. The videotapes reveal and analyze the actors' methods of
developing roles, researching events and sensitizing themselves to the
community's values to produce a play designed for a Clinton audience.

I
The Clinton Special:
"The Hay Bailing Sequence"

<. (20 minutes ft-6m beginning)

Curriculum. Areas
History: Canadian Studies.
Geography: Urban Studies
Literature in English
Thbffre Arts.
Values Education
Media Studies
Man In Society

b.

o.

Learning. Areas

How can a person document or record the
actions, feelings.and thoUghts of another
person?

How can a persori docurnent or record the
actions, feelings and thoughts of another
Person? '

How can a person role-play anotherperson?
What is a Canadian? Is a Canadian a function
of 0i-environment, or of his language?:'

. What similarities and differences exist
between Ontario people who live in the rural
areas and those who live in cities?
Are there special Canadian mythologies
which define 'who we are?
How do actors create roles and charactero4
What elements4 Irving inform those roles .

and characters
When is entertainment educational? j
What images and fictions are presented to us
through commercial television about North
Americans in gene al, Americans and
Canadians in particu ?
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Extensiolls

Could your students create an audiotape barik of local histories t rough recording and _

it people in your community? Refer to My Backyard istory Book by David
Weitzman (Little; Brown & Company,1975) for hjnts.
Collect photographic docurnenti of your neighbourhood, your co munify, and of
yoursdlf which explain your histories.
Read The Drama of Histoiy by John Eirres and Ray Verrier (New Un'versity
Education; 1974) for approaches to documetitary drama and theatre, together with
utilizing drama and audiotaping in learning through hitory.
Most communities haA local archivel(MusOums, libraries, historial societies).
contact them and, determine what kinds of educational resources th0 can provide for
your stUdents. Could they provide the source materialior a unit in local history, local
literature or community studies? `L ,

Look Both Ways: Theatre Experience, ed. HerMan Voader (MacMillan of Canada,
1975), includes excerpts from The Farm Show, the theatre everrein which The Clinton
Speciakis based. It also includes excerpts from James Reaney's The Deprielly Trilogy,
another approach to documentary theatre.

f.

O

a.

,0.
Preview the program Tarzan Doesn't Live Here Any Mare in the OECA videotape
series The Africa File for another stuof the processes people experienceWhen
encountering other cultures. .

Preview the OECA audio series The Ontario Time chine whichJs a history audio
bank of documentary materials from regions in Onta o
PLeview the programs and educational publication in IDECAZs series The True Nd itty
for other explorations in dramatizing documented facts in Capadian history, poiitioitr;
and culture. .

Be constantly onIlie watch for other sources which provide opportunities for in-depth-4-", -

investigations of significant -aspectkof Canadian heritage.
Analyze and describe how the people qving in Clinton, Ontarie might have reacted to
the actors' portrayin'g them: how might this theatrical experience provide them with a
sense of worth or an understanding of their uniqueness? Why would the Clinton
inhabitants find the perspective of urbari actors portraying rural life as humorous and
ironic?
Conduct a survey of at least five people about how they see and relate to the
community they live in. Report your findings back to the class, but Oo your reporting
by actually taking on the roles of the,people you have interviewed. Be.sure that your
role - playing is realistic in the sense thaVour portrayal could be shown to the original
person surveyed. Analyze the differencetietween surveying people in this manner' nd
doing so from secondary sources.

4. 0



The Africa File:
Tarzan Doesn't Live Here Anymore

Rather than beginning with a videotape program or series, thismodel Is.
animated by a theme, "Cultures In ConIfict", which is subdivided Into
concepts, each of which can be approached through differ'ent Media.

Ir

A Thematic Unit: An inter and transdisciplinary study.

gv Myths
and,

Realities

o

4
hums
In

Conflict

Notions
of

Family Interviews"

Educational
Practices

r
Nan-fiction

texts
periodicals
documbnts

Videotape, t

Organizations

r-
,CommunipatIon

Skills

TechnologiCal
Development

All African
all Is not primitive

'col tut': smite Is highly
and ',Incredibly

"did' r.

te: OECA's The Africa File Is not justa series of televjsion programs, but
iis'a whole learning system comprised of a Teacher's Guide and
supplementary audiotapes. The Teacher's Guide, available free from OECA,
consists of program guides, bibllographles, photographs and a map. The
audlotapes, called Near Africa are available through the OECA. Please refer
to the address section of this book for details.



We have indicated how one single program from The Africa
File series by OECA generates a number of focuses each of which relate to
the original concepts developed from the theme. This procedure needs to be
completed by you in terms of other media and materials.

Note: For, the videotape series at left and below, please see VIPS catalogue
for order numbers and methods of ordering from the OECA.

Planet of Man
9

°Aspects of British History

Canadian West

Indian Legends

Pioneer Ontario

Canadian Mosaic I

Ascent of Man ,

'True North

Child Life in,Canada

ar

I Tuktu I

*Pla4net of Man

The Afri Ca Flies

Rendez-vous with North America
Search for the Past, Part 1
Search for the Past, Part-2
The Soul Bewitched
To Teach Our Own

Foreign Investment: A Fair Share
Kwame Kwaku:- Between Two Worlds
The Business of Aid-
Country to Town

The Changing Face of the Sahara
The Mourides--Africa's Black Muslims
The Economic Development of the Maghreb
From Scheherazaiile to Selima
Women of North Africa

-Algeria: Consciehce and Action
Dakar the Beautiful
Eternal Fes

Tarzan Doesn't Live Here Anymore I

Urban traffic
can be more congested
than Toronto rush hour foreign investment

for resource exploitation
is forbidden

Heavy industry
rivals-that of Europe
and North America

the power-elite If
often Western educated but

they usually return to
live their traditional
roles and customs
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Quotable Quotes

"At another level of functioning, educational broadcasters know
in their secret- hearts that it would cause more trouble in-the
schools and colleges if all the pencil sharpeners, blackboards, and
wastebaskets suddently disappeared than if all the TV sets went
dead.
Bernard Z. Friedlander, "Identity Crisis'in Instructional

' Television: Can We Find A Strong Echo ".'

"The discovery of the alphabet will create forgetfullness in the
learner's euls. You will give your disciples not truth, but the
semblance of truth...."
(Socrates, 6th century B.C.

"Television is not a salesman with a foot in you door, it's a
salesman with a foot in. your head."
(Mason Williams)

7,t

"Our media are apparently suggesting to our young people that
nothing is important, that,everything is absurd and ridiculous and
utterly trivial, and this is intolerable. ".
(Sir Kenneth Clark)

"Part of the edcucational indifference toTV is based upon our
fearetftat learning from a television set is "caught" rather than
"taught." Notions of effortless, relaxed, amenable, or even
passive learning cut a rather devestating swath through the
"hard" sell and almost Puritan fabric of many educational
theorists and philosophers. -

1\, (Brian Penman)

4 ")
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Please Adjust "YOur _Set

Reading:
from Video to Print

Teachers of remedial reading, special education and vocational
classes are aware that their most-difficult job Is ttroverCome the
frustration of their non-reading students based on a long history of
failure. Here is a way to use television to teach reading.

First there was Video Readers

Jean Porteous and George Fowl le are special education teachers at
Central School in Brantford. They were despondent due to their lack
of success in teaching their students to read. For the students In
their classrooms, failure had been common and constant. After
failing school for three years in a row,somehad resigned themselves
to failure in reading and so the door to all ?per subjects was closed.

,

The teachers had tried the traditional methods of teaching reading
without breaking down the attitudes of these teenagers. Television

-intervened.

How Television Worked
George and Jean obtained tapes of the series Almost HO'ine from
OECA. This series deals with the adventures of a boy hitchhiking
across Canada. The students could enjoy the story live and
understand the content. They could "read" the story of Ken
because the tapes provided information sources that the printed
page lacks -- audio and visual. Furthermore the tapes engaged the
students at the level of their maturity as opposod to the "little kid"-
simplified readers. Still more, the "reading" was presented In a
larger content. Where remedial reading programs often use short
excerpts unrelated to each other, Almost Home Is not only one
complete story but a series of stories, all about Ken's adventures:

This is Nice, But How Did They Get to Read?
At first the teachers only dealt with thetrogramsorally. They were
employing the time=honoured technique of teaching language by
developing aural-oral fluency before attempting reading and
4rIting. Gradually, as the students gained confidence In
themselves, the teachers asked them to write about the sections of
the program that, nterested them. A whole range of techniques
were used. The teachers taught vocabulary from the program.
They all collaborated on class compositions. Students analysed
characters in the programs.

As the students became interested in the subjects of the videotapes,
they were motivated to find outinore. This lead to reading print
literature.

A detailed description of how this program worked Is given In the
bookletentitied Video Readers, available free from OECA. At the
sanTe time, ask for the package of free material on the series Almost
Home.

Then came.. Reading: From Video to Print

Applying the concept used in Video Readers, Linda Gillingwater of
OECA initiated a project at Maplewood Vocational School in
Scagborough. Martha KlIgour was teaching reading to teenaged

4 4'
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s'kidents who had experienced little success in reading. According
to a series of tests, the reading level of most students'in her classes
was around Grade 2.

Linda obtained tapes of the series entitled Tom Grattan's War from
OECA. The advantage of this series of programs over Almost Home

that it has a stronger narrative line and 4 melodramatic approach
provides cliff-hange(s ever few minutes. In spite of the series being
about the World War I and being made in Britain, the students
readily took to it. They were not bothered by the accent of the actors)
or by their own lads of knowledge about World War I.

The teachers set out to change their "teacherish" image. They
allowed students to start and stop the tape. They let the television

'program draw the students to order. One of their most serious
problems was in getting students to co-operate with each other and
treat each other decently. Teenagers who can't read are perpetuallyA; ,

frustrated in school and the effect of placing. them together in
groups is anger, mutual maltreatrrtent and physical outburst. The
tape cooled out the restless students. They could "read" the
program. They often knew more about some aspects of the
program than the teachers. Tanks was a favourite subject of
discussion: old \tanks, modern tanks, models of tanks.

The move to print employed_the words and story of Tom Grattan's
War. Students co-operated in writing a class composition. This was
immediately typed on a ditto and given to the students to read. Of
course they could read it! These compositions became longer and
more involved. Each person built up his own reader which he
insisted,on carrying horT each day.

Sometimes the group wrote a composition with the help of a teacher.
Then the group would have to read their work alOtt-id to the rest of
the class.

Next Linda and MartUa gave the students the actual script of the
first program. The students had seen the program more than once.
They had talked and written about.it. They could read the script!

/
Success built upon success. The students were not given any task at
which they might fail. If a project or exercise became unwieldy, the
teachers withdrew it immediately. They used the tremendous,
motivation that television gives to catch the interest of the students
in the material. they worked from aural-oral to print which was
initially generated by the students themselves as a result of
watching and discussing the television programs. From there they
moved out into the world of print through highly visual library books
dealing with the period: cars, airplanes, trains, tanks, battles,
fashions.

Want to Know More?
Linda is preparing a detailed explanation of how to set this program
up in your clasSroom. The materials, available free from OECA, will

'consist of a student booklet which is highly visual. This booklet can
be obtained in,class sets or can be reproducedtby a teacher in a
school. -
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The- teacher's handbook will descrighow you can use this programin your classroom. How to:
obtain the tapes in the series
use the tapes, where, to stop and start
work with only one teacher in the class
ecide What equipment you will need to run the programe school and community resources

vide extensions for each program.

Linda ill' also explain 'some bf the activities that did not work withthe stu ants so yOu can avoid making the same mistakes. Moreimportant for the teacher interested in employing this novel andhighly su essfui method of teaching reading.to non-readers therewill be many examples of student work to show progres's andsuccess.

For the tape series on Tom Grattan's War and Almost Home seethelatest VIPs catattrue.

For,the print materials:
Video Readers and Almost Home
Reading: from Video to Print

write-Publications/OECA
Box 20Q, Station Q
Toronto, Ontario
M4T 2T1

a

If you have used this process to teach rea ng, OECA would bedelighted to hear about your experienc
write-Linda Gillingwater

c/o OECA

4

The Third Eye Revisited r

C.

J. B. Moriarty, The Third Eye: A
Portapak Handbook, for Teachers,
OECA, 34 pages, $1.00

Eiehind the A Portapak
Third Eye Handbook

-"'Fri

James B. Moriarty a d Jack
Liyesley, Behind The hird Eye: A
Portapak Handbook, 0 CA, 51
pages, $2.00

YOU HAVE'A PORTAPAK AVAILABLE?
Buy both of these excellent prirriJrs. They contain aII ou need .toknow.to start your students using the porlapak as an .ortant
education tool.-- a new way of seeing.
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WHY BUY BOTH?
Although The Vika Eye was designed for elementary schools, it
contains a great deal of introductory information about the portapak
and how to use it that is not repeated in Behind The Third Eye. As a
secondary school teacher you-will be more interested in Behind The
Third Eye because it is directed towards high school students.
However, the two-books are so complimentary that the teacher
proposing to use the portapak should read both.

Both books are base the premise that a new way of seeing is
made possible by us portapak. The third eye refers to the
concept of spiritual vision symbolized on Hindu statues by an
eye-like organ in the middle of the forehead. The authors refer to
Jorge Luis Borges who reflects that "unless the individual is struck
by the notion that he liVes, behind his eyes, he will take the universe
for granted". A reawakening occurs the first time the secondary
student views on the monitor what he has shot on the portapak. He

ti does see!

The Third Eye suggests a very limited preliminary instruction in
'portapak usage, Students need know how to focus the lens, put

the recorder on record, and how to start and stop the tape.

The rest is DISCOVERY:
messing around
circles, circles everywhere
triangles and quadrilaterals around us
setting up shots
looking at familiar things from different angles
deceiving the viewer with close-ups
rhythmic motion and patterns

Creative activities give way to a more analytical response:
shots to illustrate a poem or song
thuse of signs
a study of a community

The list of possible applications is endless. The need to observe,
organize- and report can be filled by an exercise using the portapak.

Behind the Third Eye presents suggestions about what can be done
to prepare older students for using the portapak:
think pictures
_learn about shots and angles
prepare a simple script*

Evaluation of tapes made by the students can illustrate aspects of ,

lighting, composing shots, using the zoom lens, providing interest
irithe foreground.

This book stiggests a variety of applications in, for example, theatre
arts where the students'are recordeb, improvising movements
associated with old age. The portapak is then used to record old
people in a park or on the street and the results are compared for
details of stereotyping, posture, movement and inner feeling.

Othbr applications suggested in this excellent little ideas book are:
communiticoncern (cars disregard for pedestrians at Corners)
French lessons (le doigt dans l'oeil)
group discussion (as the objective observer)

4 -.1 \au
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t
family studies (a record of a child's day)
archeology (local history through buildings)

This has been a short revisit to The Third Eye and Behind the Third
Eye. These books have been widely distribUted and there may well
be copies in your school already. If not, write for them to:
Publications/ OECA
Box-200, Station Q
Toronto M4T 2T1

For teachers who wish to go beyond the introductory phases or
portapak use in technique and technical details, there are several
books available., -

Peter Weiner, Making The Media Revolution: A Handbook for
Video-Tape Production, Collier-MacMillan, 1973, hard cower, 219
pages.
Weiner has written'this book out of the belief that:

The Media Revolution is already upon us, but most educators are
unaware of it. One reason for so many young'people's discontent
with their schools is that the schools are not teaching with a media
consciousness. (p. xii)

Making the Media Revolution is a well-illustrated and clearly i--
written book dealing with the making of television programd from a
technical 'point of view. It deals with such important topics as the

-tide° camera, audio, the portapak, lighting, making action move,
how to use slow motion, fast motion, stop action, video animation;
directing with video tape, editing both picture and sound; special
effects and graphics.

In his chapter on "The, Porta-Pak" Weiner suggests that "the
Media Revolution Will be abetted by the widespread use of

,Pofta-Paks. Anyone can operate a PortatPak and p duce
programming this is pleasing to watch, and which is nformative."
(p. 47) The information included on how to used Po a-Pak provides
the prospective user with important instructions on,what to do and
what to avoid.

This is a most highly recommended book for the teacher of
television, performing or communication arts and for the nigh school
resource centre.

Videofreex, The Spaghetti City Vi (go Manual: A Guide To Use,/-
Repair and Maintenance, Praeger Publishers, 1973, 116 pages,
large size hard cover format. .

As the title suggests; this manilal is designed for people who wish to
fix and maintain therr'Porta-Pak or other small format video
equipment. It is a technical manual for the nontechnician dedigned
o fill the gap,between the manufacturer's pririted instructions and
the electrontpiepair tectiniaiai6,dipertise.

-eh is handbook is written in clear, precise language and includes a
tremendous number of illustrations. For the student and teacher'
who want to know more about what makes their video equipment

ti whirr, this iS' THE BEST BOOK

4a



Charles Bensinger and the Editors of Photographic Magazine,
Peterson's Guide to Video Tape Recording, Peterson Publishing
Cornpany, 80 pages, paper cover.

This nuts; and -bolts book on video for the layman is sufficiently low
cost for the teacher to order a number to pass arounb. The
explanations are written in non-technical language and illustrated,
by excellent photographs and diagrams.

The emphasis in this book as in Spaghettl,City is on small format
video equipment.. For the student of-television it will answer the
questions
What is video'?
What's it all about?
How does TV work?
What equipment istneeded and available
and how does it work?

In addition to the actual operatio-n of the equipment, the areas of
lighting, sound and editing video tape programs are covered.

MacRae, Monty and Worlirfg, Television Production: An
Introduction Metheun, 1973, 152 pages, large paT covefOrmat.

This is an excellent manual for the teacher of teleAsion arts. lit deals
in great detail with all aspects of television production in- the studio.

/ It is written by teachers of television so that the content has
-particular usefulness to the high school setting. !though the book
deals primarily with the techniCal side of p uction and is
reasonably detailed, it can be read by to hers and studentswho
have some knowledge of television e pment and studio practices.
There are many excellbnt diagrams that w6uld assist the teaching of
concepts such as lighting the'subject for the television camera. The
creative tea her caneclapt the materials and illustrations for his
particular siluation.

This-book deals with the following topics: the television camera,
picture compogition, lighting, audio equipment and techniques,
video equipment and techniques, graphics, special effects, scripting,
and directing. There is no reference to portablel)quipment such as
portapaks.

Highly recommended.

Cecil B. Taylor, Making a TV Play, Oriel Press, 1970, 108 pages;
hardcover format. ,

The subtitle of this book is "A Complete Guide from Conception tio
B.B.C. production, based on the making of the play Charles and
Cr6mAreli, for B.B.C. "Thirty Minute Theatre! by Cecil B. Taylor".

cit is an excellent example of the craft bf writing plays for television.

The book is divided.into three sections: The Commissioning of the
Play, Researching the Play, and Producing the Play. The text is
notable in that it includes the script in three forms; the first draft
containinb only the dialogete, the rehearsal script with the author's
camera instructions included and part of the camera script preparee5i,
by the director containing specific camera instructions.
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, What do you know
zabdUt Utilization?
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This book would be very useful as a r erence in a drama course
which included television production. Itwould also be useful in
television arts-and English courses w re the creations of scripts is

' one of the exercises. I '

Have you heard about the utilization services the OECA has to offer
to all schools? Did you know that there are audiotapes as well as

-videotapes available, anti workshops in both? Did you know that
there are specialized wthkshops, such as those on the use of
videotape in the teaching of reading, values education, Canadian
studies and environmental studies?

Perhaps we can be of service in your area: Below is a check list.
Please use it to let us know how we can help you.

Utilization Check List

OECA's Curriculum and Technical Senkces for All English- and-
French-speaking Schools in Ontario

Please indicate below which workshops and services are of interest
to you. .

Workshops for teaphers-to introduce teaching strategies for
OECA's broadcast service, videotapes and audiotaped. (Primary,
Junior, Intermediate and Senior Divisions.)
Specialized subject area Workshops Incorporating OECA's'
broadcast service, videotapes, audiotapes and educational
publications. (Primary, Junior, Intermediate and Senior
Divisions.)
Professional development workshops for teachers, administrators
and teacher trainees for utilizing OECA's teacher education .

materiald. .

.Workshops for leachers'and AV personnel in utilizing video and ;%

din equipmeq.
4i3f.eviewing sessions for Boards of Education, teachers'

associations and AV'personnel of OECA yideotapes, audiotapes
and educational publications.
Portapak and studio videotapilig workShops for Grades 4 to 13 -
from schools within the Channel 19 viewing areas. ,These .

workshops are held at OECA's Utilization Centre in Toronto.
Checks on Master Antenna Television systems for off-air
reception in TVOntarie network areas.
Checks on closed circuit television systems for a school's television
distribution system from a central point. \
Advice on new uses of old equipment and expansion while
considering the problernSof obolescence.
Technical training programs for AV perSonnel.
Advide on videotape quality control and playback problems With
VIPS tapes.
Workshops for teachers and AV personnel in still photography
And its relation to videotape; audlotape and film.

Sendsyour checklist, requests or enquiries with your name and
address to: Jack Livesley

Superintendent of Utilization
OECA
Box 200, Station
Toronto, Ontario
MIT 2T1.

e



Television Wolicshops

The Ontario Educational Communications
Authority conducts hands-on workshops
during in-school hours for students on the
use of the portable videotape recorder add
the mini-studio. These workshops cap:be
booked by the teacher farGrades 4 and up,
at no charge to the schod board. The
student packs a lutIctand the'school
provides the transportation to a studio
centrilly located in Toronto.

Portapak Workshop - One Day
During the course of the day, th dents
are given a series of "contracts" to carry
out which includes videotapin' e
rhythms of the city" The activ les are
designed tafamillarlze them ith the
operation of the portapak, the e enis of
composition, and the relationship etween
sight and sound.

11.-

1,

1

Studio Workshop - One Day
After a briefing onthe studio. equipment,
the students; entirely on their own,
conceive, script and prbace a short
prograjn which. is evaluated at the end of
tbe.session. The two-foldpviposebithis
workshop.is to develop the afildents'
understanding of The mediuni and to
enable them to erience the process
required for a group to achieve a Specific
ebjective.

Specialized Workshops
Workshops of varying formats and longer
duration can be designed for studentS,
teachers and adult community groups with
special Interests. The services of
educational and technical consultants al*@
available fdr professional-development
days on the use of television as an aid to
learning

'es

To arrange a workshop for your students,
write to the Utilization Section of OECA.
Please include the name of your school, the
grade level and number. of students, and
the type of workshop you wish to have
conducted. YoU will be contacted
Immediately regarding the times., dates
and details of the sessions:

Utilization Section
The Ontario Educational
CommuMCations Authority
Canada Square, 2180 Yonge Street,
Toronto, Ontario M4S 2C1

-14. _Ask

ha.
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And Now For) Something

Completely Different!
Remember Radio?

51

OECA is usually identified with. educational television only. The
TVOntario network carries its image. Yet OECA makes and
broadcasts radio programs that should be of interest to high school
teachers throughout the province.

if the technology of t levision Is somewhat vague in the minds of
some teachers, the methods of making and,using sound tapes In ttt
classroom is well-established. The equipment Is readily available
and easy to use. This being the case, THINK SOUND TAPES.

For exa pie, OECA has available fi remarkable number Of
program dealing with poetry. These are up to date and include
such popular and well-known poets as Irving Layton, Al.Purdy, Tom
Wayman and Raymond Souster. Lister Sinclair presents a series of
three programs in an attempt to explain 'What Is Poetry?' The
tapea narrated by Bud Knapp containkpoems of different types
including lyr)c, limerick and narrative. ,These tapes would be useful,
in creative writing units, for a class, a group, or for individual

.research and stimulation..
,

In the program entitled Hugh Garner, the Toronto author compares
his own _novel The Silence an-the Shore to Ken Kesey's One Flew
Over.the Cuckoo's-Nese illustrating the similarity between the two
writers in their emphasis on interaction and friction among'the
Characters. As any of the poilble uses of radio program
available on tape, consider thersix-progilarn seria entitled At Any
Time:

. At Any time
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Each program develops a theme or issue by interviewing science
fiction writers and scientists and by dramatizing excerpts from
books, short stories and articles..,The'prograMs also include
suggestions and questions for classroom projects, individual
activities and follow-up explorations in the last three minutes on
every tape. For example, an activity that could precede or follow
listepiing to 'All that Groks is God' is to create a time capsule fbr
todaythat, when found, would tell others in the future what your
present values, beliefs and symbols are. In designing the time'
capsule, keep in mind that it may havt to last a thousand years.

What follows is a list of the titles in the series with a few suggested
applications for each.

Title
`Sail On, 0 Spaceship of State'

'Space Travel Through History'

`The Machine as Master'

`FtOure imperfect'

'All that Groks is God'

`The Fine Print in the Social
Contract'

`Armageddon and Afterwards'

Suggested Applications
-IP a stuOy of science fiction

historY
transportation and traN;e1
simulation: What would an
extraterrestrial make of our
activities'?
a studybf the effects of
technotogy on man
over-population
Pollution
depletion ofresources
religion

'Mythology
utopia
politics
the concept of democracy
future
survival
nuclear disaster
values
civilization

The friee booklet on the series At Any Time contains a brief program
description and a selected bibliography. Here is an example from
that booklet.
t,

ALL THATGROKS IS GOD
BPN 551104
Expiry: February 23, 1979

, A major theme in science fiction is he evolution of organized .

religion in the future. If God does n t exist, it seems that there will
be a necessity for fteople to invent kn. _What forms might these ,

organized religions take and who Will be their gods?

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Strangein a Strangetand. Robert Heinlei-n. N
Medallion, 1968.

Chariots of the-Gods? EriCh Von Daniken. DesPlain
Bantam, 1971.

.A Canticle for eibowitz. A M. Miller. Des Plaines,_I I I.: Bantam
1969. 1

,

Berkeley
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"The Nine Billion Names of God" by Arthur C. Clarke, from The
Science Fiction Hall of Farrie,' Volume I. Ben Bova, ed. New York:
Avon, 1971.

Black HoleS: The End of the Universe? John G. Taylor, London:
Fontana, 1974

Gather, Darkness. Fritz Leiber. New York: Ballantine, 1975. (*)
A Case of ConscienCe. Lames Blish. New York: BallantIne, 1975.

'Dune; Fr.ank Herbert. New York: Berkeley Medallion, 1974 (*)
Dune\Messiah. Frank Herbert. New Ydrk: Berkeley Medallion,
1974.

Odt of the Silent Planet. C.S. Lewis. London: Pan Books, 1952 and
, New York: Macmillan,1965

Dwellers in the Miiage. A. Merritt. New York: Avon, 1973. (
"Faith'df OUr Fathers" by Philip Dick and "Paingod" by Harlan
Ellison, from Dangerous Visions. Harlan Ellison, ed. NewYork:
New American Library, 1975

The DunwiCh Horror and OtherS.' H.P. Lovecraft. New York:
Lancer Books, 1963.

Creep, Shadow, Creep A. Merritt. London: Methuen, 1935:
THE EARTHSEA TRILOGY: A Wizard of Eartbsea, The Tombs of
A tuan and The Farthest Shore. Ursula.K. leguin. New York:
Bantam Books, 1975.

The booklet, 'OECA School Radio' is available free from OECA-. For,
audio tapes write the VIPs Order pesk/OECA. Tapes cost $3.50 for
1/4" reel to reel and $2.00 for cassette per half hour programming.

OECA School Radio

a.
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.Cable and Vat & by Clare Henderson

Chairman of Comniunications at Acton High School In Halton Board of
Education;,-Clare has been Involved for three years with his local
communi,ty cable facilities. He has made significant explorations In
heightening his students' learning through cabkevlsion In school and the
community.

I had been teaching film and television arts in my high sctiool-for two
years when the cable company In the town where I live opened its

I studio.;It began local programming Vs a result of 'policies initiated
by the,,CRTO (Canadian Radio and Television Commission) which
regulats all forms of electronic communication in Canada iQcluding

.1,4-the uses of cable. A ":,

Cable
Company
Antenna

Cable TV System

't

3

n

Community
Access .
Studio

In general, there has been an historical reluctance for cable
companies to generale their own programming for theitsimpfe'reason
ttiartheir personnel were technically oriented rather, than
production oriented, hired to collect television signals from the
broadcast networks on large, ideally-plaeed antennas and pipe these
strong signals into homes ona-coaxial cable in return for a monthly
fee.

However, this attitude changed withthe public announcement of
May 13, 1969, by the CRTC, which stated that cable television "can
assist in the development of a community identity,through locally
proddced programmes." Therefore, from this moment on every
cable company in Canada mustpebvide production facilities,
technical assistance and access for individuals, groups or
organizations in the community who wish to make programs and
have them aired (in this case, "wired''). This policy also instituted a
pattern of nariavcasting4n addition to broadcasting Within
community cable systems.

5
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In my town, the company set up astudio in a room at the back of
their business offices and then proceeded to advertise in the local
newspaper for anyone Interested in becoming involved with
programming. Interestingly enough, only three people responded -
this was my opportunity to expand the skiJis I had developed in
teaching through television in my school. It was a personal rather a
professional interest in that at this time I did not see the
opportunities such a situation could provide for my students.

I co-produced a program series in which I interviewed people of
interest in the community, artists, restaurant owners, social service
workers and politicians.. I also worked as sound man, camera man
and director for other productions. For me, there was a real creative
thrill in producing a well-made videotape and I realized that I should
get my students Involved. Given the technical situationnd my
familiarity with the cable facilities, the technician was willing to let
us take over the studio to make programs, thereby allowing the
students to apply skills mid concepts developed in the smaller
format studio at my school.

Paralleling our personal involvement, the cable company recognized
a greater demand for programming in the community. It hired a
prograto4director whose job it is to encourage groups and Individuals
to make programs so that the community can see itself. The
program director is usually in charge of the studio and all local
production and is constantly in search of people to act as
camerapersons and perform other functions around the studio. In
our cable company, following the patterns of many others, the crew
is made up of high school students who have an interest in television
production, an interest in most cases stimulated by working with
television equipment in their high school...BeCause of -this, a good
working relation was established among the program director,
myself and the students.

Another interesting development occured at thisIe. I taught a
course at the cable studio for-ten people, many of whom were high
school students from our community. Th is course dealt with the
basics of television production by allowing each person to -

experience each function.\Some of the meMbers of this 10-week
course are nbiirpaid members of the regular studio crew. At least
-three of them expect to find their careers in radio and television.

However, these are not the only typespf contact that a school or a
teacher can make with the local cable station. The potential for
making programs is tremendods. The vest stimulus from the
students' point of view is that they will see themselves on television
and will be seen by their parents and others. This provides
tremendous motivation.

What can you do? in the studio you can challenge other schools to a
"Reach for the Top" type of game show. Students-in English -
classes could produce a children's show. Drama clasees could
produce a short play or a series of scenarios, developed by
themselves. Interviewing techniques can be learned by hailing a
series of short interviews with students and teachers who have some
special knowledge, skill or experience. A history class could"
recreate an historical event. A group of science students might
encourage local initiative-in projects such as the tecycling of paper
and glass. Clubs in the school-might wish to demonstrate their
speciality by teaching chess on video, for example.

5



If your cable company has portable equipment and many are
following the CRTC's encouragement to set up mobile units, they
might well agree to cover Important school events such as 'a band
concert, the art show, a gymnastic competition, or this year's
commencement. Televiilon Is a hungry medium and a school Is
virtual smorgasbord of activities.

Some cable companies will transfer tapes mete-ih the school on'
equipment. There Is ,technical problem In broadcasting
("narrowcasting" Is a much more appropriate term) a tape made pn
a portapak. However, your local company may well have resolvect
that problem and be willing to Include the Imaginative products of
your Aucients in their weekly peogram schedule.

The key to local access is not to compete with the largftetworks.
Do not set out or expect D. recreate either the content or the
technical quality of the CBC. Remember that this Is you, and people
are interested in who you are and what you do for the simple rieason
that you are part of their community.

This (isage of the local cable comp studio is a process. The
process has tremendous educatio n value for all participants. Even
the viewers are engaged in this pi)bess -- the act of seeing
themselves.

} Canada Is the'world's per capita leader in cable television with
nearly 1/4 of-all urban households serviced by cable. The CRTC has
recommtacirdthat each individual company spend 10% of Its.,gross
on the production of local programmes. It is not unlikely that the -

program director of your local cable company will welcome you with
open armilif you bring them content or if you have students.ho
wish to find out more about production.

'Canada clearly has a "wired'.' future. Cable will continue to
provide multi-channel signals to the home, will soon add pay-TV and,
in time, two-way random access information retrieval. But I believe
that one of the basic products of cable will be the cultivation-of local
culture. _My experience with cable has been personally satisfying
and educational. After I learned to see the television studio as an
instrument, I could attempt in a small way to use that Instrument to
show the Ictality to itself. Possibly teachers should see the
constituency as the broader populace -- thentire community. I

would recommend involvement In local cab programming for what
it caricla for your community, for your students and for yburself.

A S_petrial Note: You, as eteacher Interested in cable facilities, will
find it useful to obtain the CRTC free policy publication "A
Resource For The Active Community", which outlines their
concepts of utilizing and developing cable systems. Refer to the
Address section which concludes this booklet for the source of CRTC
materials.

5
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In the past year, Tony has watcheiti1278 hours of Television but has not seen
a Single commercial!

HOW?

ThIsris a Convertor
It Is a box with battens on It.
It is hooked to the local cable company.
It is Connected to hiktelevlslon set.
It Is on the arm of Tony's favourite chair.

Puncli a Button --- SOlect a Program. Easy'as Pie!
Program break? Punch up another program!
Watch 2 or 3 at the same time!

%.1*5i1TuRDA9. N14-117
nloviE5
DON'T NEED
PuL.L 147" TEN T/ jook FAVoU'

P01_1 GE* sHou_D

% KNOW THE
F'OX/Y1W,"; I s-

io K//ow TYE
ou, -r cory2E-

A new way of watching televlsibn has emerged. BE ACTIVE NOT PASSIVE!
WATCHERS OF THE WORLD UNITE! GET CONVERTED.

In the past year, Tony has watched 1278 hour,s of television but has not seen a
single commercial.

HOW ABOUT YOU?
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Closely Watched Television Sets
"We can no longer teachdhildrep all about a subject; we must
teach them what a subject is all about,"
(John Culkin)

Your students sit attentively in front of a television set for many
hours every week. Studies shim that the average person between
the ages of 13 and 18 watches 24 hours of television in that period of
time. That is 104 hours a month, nearly 1300 hoursa year. There
are various reactions to these'facts, but what remains unaltered
after the arguments are the 24 hours of viewing time per week. For
gooddr ill, television Is a significant force in our environment and is

to become more influential as It develops its potential to
provide more and more services ter the home.

Jo--ignore the role of teleVision as a shaper of our cultural
environment is to ignore one of the most powerful forces in our
society. -In order to capitalize on this power, w'e must reosnize that./
, television provides young People,with a vast store of knowledge

on many subjects, albeit disorganized and incomplete on any
givensubject,
teleVisibn presents a product, often dramatic, which the audience
merely "sees" but which does not necessitate analysis on the part
of the viewer, and , ,

television presents a'concrete model of human behaviour and sets
up a whole range of conflict which are reflected via the characters
we meeyn the program.

Some ordering of students' viewing experiences will not only mine .

this natural resource for the.purpose of course enrichment, but will
alsdtreate-in the students a greater perception of exactly hovIr this
powerful medluM functions. You will create viewers who will bring
to the television screen a more skilled and discriminating mind.

A fascinating theory to base-critical methods on is that of Edmund
Carpenter in his book Oh, What A Blow That Phantom ¢ave Me!
(Rinehart and Winston; New York, 1972). This book is a personal
diary and an anthropological study of the impact media can have on
different cultural groups, particularly so-called "primitives".
Carpenter advances-the theory that it is difficult to say "no" to
television difficult because television pictorially is a medium that:
continually says "yes". What he suggests (and his indebtedness to
dialectical thinking is crucial) is that we must train ourselves on the
one hand to receive televisiori's information (the "yes")-, but at the
same time begin mounting ideas, materials, other media to provide
the necessary antithesis (or antidote) to this "yes" -- a "no". What
Carpenter then proposes is that, by confronting television's barrage
of hypotheses and information directly with their antithesis, as
learners we create our own synthesis,-our personal and balanced (or
highly biased persprtive.

Two key things in this theory relate to teaching through television.
First, Carpenter is not saying that television is completely negative,
because after all its presentation of the "yes" is important since it
initiates-13 learning experience-7 it remains for,us to utilize this
initiAl opportunity. Secondly, by virtue of our undertaking.the
creation of "no" for television's "yes ",.we a're involved in
discovering and utilizing resources that extend the breadth and
depth of our knowledge in fact we are drawn, or cast ourselves,

5,J
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Into a motivated and negotiated prOcess of defining meaning. ler

,The processes then that Carpenter outl Ines of receiving hypotheses,
creating antitheses and evojying syntheses are another
reinforcement for the itleas expressed earlier in this book about how -
a teacher can make television educational.

The folloWing suggestions may trigger your imagination to create
methods for using your students' experiences with television. In
general,,there are two approaches: .using past viewing experiences
on an impromptubasis and assigning specific viewing tasks. .

1. Drawing on past viewing experience,
or
Breathed there a mab with soul so de ho never to himself hai.
said, "I muslwatch Kojak now"?

s

(a) to illustrate a point in a lesson, 16r example, a concept ouch-
as bigotry or power, processes such as stereapying, a

_phenomenon such as nostalgia, a pattern such as aggression,
or literary conventions such as narration and plot;

(b) to Survey viewing patterns, to show the widespread influence
of television, for,example;

(c) to stimulate creative writing,
0

2. Atsigned viewing: rCrv'er the week-end watch ...."
(a) a specific show where the content is closely related to the

course: "Hamlet is on Friday at 10:00 or a Jacques Cousteau
special. -

(b) a specified type of show to teache eXample, genres:
- situation comedy: applies to drama and film as well as

television,
_- melodrama: the characteristic's can be seen in soap operas,
- police stories, a direct descendant of the western genre:

both making use of, for example, the conflict resolved by
the lone individual as opposed to the systems approach to
solving crime.

(c). the search. for exampleSf a concept dealtwith irrciass
fact in.aclvertkiing, versus devices frequently used to'
mislead
special film techniques

- television's capability to alter time and space
- the role of women .

attitudes to old age
- the treatment of minority groups in television

(d) to examine skills such as the technique of conducting an
interview, athletic arid musical skills.

Here is a gukde for the study of current programming to help you
measure The amount o- violence on prime-time television and
compare results among programs and corks.

Select one channel and watch its.prim time programs fora week.
Next to the program title and leiigth, p ce a check under the
appropriate heading for each violent act you see. If possible, you
may want to divide up the viewing for each channel and combine
results later; so that one person will not have to research 21 hours
during the week. (This chart is an activity from Jeffrey Schrank's
T. V. Action Book, McDougal, Littell and Company (distributed
locally by the Book Society of Canada).

60



Name Week

Program
Title

Verbal Physical Human
i Threat of Conflict Other Dies a Animal

Progi"am Physical Without Gun Weapon Human Violent Wounded
Length Harm Weapons Seen Seen Wounded Death Or Killed

O

During my evenings of viewing, there was one violent act shown approximately every
minujes.

(Find an average by dividing program length by the number of items checked.)

' The following program (s) seems to be the most violent: -

In maintaining that a teacher can utilize commercial programming,
we are aware of certain probleMs. Commercial television depends
on repetitivdexposure and entertaining content. Often restrictive
foifmulas develop from successful programming. Sometimes the
target audiences are so general that the programming might not be
appropriate for the studentsyou teach. Moreover a range of bias Is
often reflected among the networks because of their owners,
researchers-and commentators: Violence, materialism and negative
reporting often dominate both the entertainment and public affairs
sectors.

Howerr, we would also maintain that there is a wealth of
information on television that applies directly to courses as basic
content or as enrichment material. Programs are designed for
target audiences characterized bymaturity, sex, culture, specialized
interests or political inkination. Important social issues can be
reflected immediately to a national, regional, metropolitan or
commu\riity.audience. Generally, socially acceptable content is
paintained by the integrity and reputation of the-parent station.

If John Culkin is correct in baying that "we must teach chikilrenityhat
-,--'a-subject-is all about", the implanting1of vicarloy..s..experiencelhat

has taken placetthrough watching television should be exploited by
the teacher. Youcan-nlake those closely watched television sets

_

educational.
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Sex Role Stereotyping
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W y i it that we encourage young-boys to row up to be a Man, (a
he-man, manly) and yet we encourage young girls to grow up-to be a
Lady. The one suggests.virility, strength, and the other conduct
somewhat akjri to keepingtone's knees.together.

Although television has brought entertainment to untold ions, it
has not been without a certain price. Like the motion pic ure

industry, television has turned to a number of stock cliches and,
stereotypes. This wasAfor the writer and director, a way of
shortening the time required for charter development and
delineation. Far too often, the effect ha been to "level" both -

character and situation into a stock or predictable approach -- mOre
formula.

Think for he moment of an English butter, a Mexican bandit, a
black porter, eJapanesetoldier, a Nssian spy or an RAF pilot
during the Battle of Britain. Somewhere along the line both film and
television have too often made of people, simple stereotypes, mere
caricatures. We bave, as a result, become Conditioned, mostly
through repet-titipii, to accept preconceived images of entire races of
people. Perhaps it is the movies(hat have been more guilty of this
practice. But 6f late walleye become very concerned about a certain
imbalance in television, a medium in which dominant males prevail
at the expense of their female counterparts who are, invariably cast
in more passive,-domestic, and often inferior roles. The problem is
one of sex role stereotyping.

Males tend to dominate the cast of characters In the bulk of TV
fare.
Although the sexes are often made separate in-the roles they play
they are rarely made equal:,

The Unbalanced "Balance" Sheet:

Male

An emphasis on independence /

Female

An emphasis on dependence or
interdependence.

Masculinity consitiutes active.mastery Over
Other people and their environment.

Man is an.explorer, a discoverer. In such a
quest he exhibits a control both over hip-melt;
and others.

A victor/a rescuer.

Lead protagonists

Almost 100% of males on TV are shown as
employed in some gainful if not respeCtle
occupation. .

't6"

Femininity constitutes passivity. More often
the female is a follower, cast as helpless, and
the object of insult or abuse.

Women are cast in a sexual context, a
romantic or domestic role; two of three are -
married, were married, or are engaged.
A victim/the rescued.
Often the antagonist.

While in reality 40% of the employment
ranks are women, television ccords only
15% of the women.seenpn TV with any
real source of income.
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The Unbalanced "Balance" Sheet:

Male Female

Mostarepingle.
N,

He is most likely to be involved in violent
acts.

The admired -- by children and the ladies.

ss,

Single women are cast more often victims
tti are married women. .

Women are law abiding than men and
phen they do transgress they are more likely
to be caught than men.
Often an admirer. .

Object rather than subject.

1

1
Around In Circles
Any randomly selected week in tAvision content andadvertising
might reveal women in the following sex-role stereotype patterns: *

"Typology of Female Images Found iri TV AdvdrtIsIng" (Bystydizienskl &
Rose) ,

The National Organization for Women reported intheir 1972 study
that in some 1200 commercial messages th'e stereotyping/role
breakdown for women was as follows"

Household tasks 42.6%
Domestic adjuncts to men 16.7%
Roles reflecting female autonomy , 0 3 %.

6 3.
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Its a Language Problem
Our language is almbst as unfair as the media in depicting the lot of ,

the lowly female. If you don't agree, give me the female counterpart
for each of the following:

Masculine. Feminine/
Counterpart

Others

princely
salesmanship
Postmaster General
craftsmanship
patron
fatherly advice
man -sized job
men of letters
"jock"
manpower

Well perha s we are being unfair, After all, we do name ships and
hurricane after women, and not all of them are wall flbwers orclinging v es. Some of them are outright battle axes in pigtails and
Involved i little more than idle girl talk and the exchange of oldwives tales Maybe our language as well as our mass media are
both in need of 'a king-size overhaul.

f

Tots and TV

4Kid What If

chlidien learn behavioural patterns from television..
children tend to Imitate behaviour viewed on TV, especially they
see-that behaviour rewarded.

, children are more likely to Imitate adult than peer behavl ur.
this imitation may occur long after the behavioural patter Is
learned.
children tend to generalize such learned behaviour to similar, but
not identical contexts:
children are more susceptible than adults to advertising, and
susceptibility decreases with age and education.
,repeated exposure to ads lowers the defences of older and more
"sophisticated" children.,
parents are becoming less 16fluenclal-Incountering television's
impact upori child behaviour.
exposure to "over-the-counter" drug advertising could be
positively correlated to the use of drugs among young-teenagers.
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In a wide-ranging study conducted-by the Council on Children,
Media and Merchandising and compiled by the Rand Corporation,

'the most recent research would confirm that each of the above is
indeed tie ca

and wh t if

we have created ageneration (.ifnot several) of.vitiots.
s' the freshness and originality of a child's imagingtion or fantasy

generating ability has been numbed by long exposurelo
television. -

TV.multiplies violent behaviour..
a heavy fare of violence viewing increases the tolerance level for
violence itself. (Non-reaction could be based not on "dumbness"
but rather on "numbness".) 'We have already witnessed in our
society a growing unwillingness to Intervene in real-life acts Of
violence and aggression. One can rationalize real fear but what of
a growing tolerance and acceptance of violence as a surface reality
in the matrix of North American life and life styles.

Vidlocy at the Source ....
Children between the ages.of 2 and 5 watch an average of nearly
four hours a day, while.6 to 12-year-olds view more than three hours
a day. (Source A. C. Nielsen Co.)

Last year in the averageAme rican heusehold'a television set was
on about 61/2 houcs a day, seven days a week, without holiday. A
child born today in'otkcountryWill by the age of 1B have spent
more time watching television than in any other single activity but
sleep; he or she will spend during these-formative years 50%
more time Watching television than going to School.
(Prof. Robert M. Lieberti .

Given that we focused on a moderate child television vieWer,_we,
.might calculate a total viewing time of 1,300;hoUrsef television per
year. That adds up to 260 solid hours of commercial mesbages.
the bulk of these commercials were viewed on Saturday morning,.

, "kid-vid", then an inordinate emphasis would be placed on toys,
and low/no nutritional foods such as cereals, snacks, gums, and
candles.

From the Broadcaster Advisers report, Action tor Children's
Television and the Council for media, Children and Merchandising. .

Compared with an adult, an Amecican child Is bombarded with'.
More messages to buy or to stimulate Others to buy thing's for him
On Saturday mornings, 12 minutes of every hour are given-to
commercials,' while in prime adult time, only ten minutes.

In 1972 some 75 million dollars were spent in Satuday morning
kid-vid advertising. In 1974, one company, MacDonald* spent
$1,443,000 on Saturday and Sunday morning "kid-vid",
advertising in the first haltiof 1974 alone.. If the,conclusioris ar,e
correct, that such expenditures are recouped in sales;
then not only is "kid-vid" big business but we are once again
reminded of the simple fact that; "TV shows are not SuppoSed to
be good 8 They are supposed to make money".* ,

O

1' "TV Shows Are Not Supposedlo Be Goal," by David Karp and included
In Edge of AWareness ed. by Ned-E. Hoopes & richard Peck.
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More boys than girls appear in commercial messages because
social learning theorists have demonstrated that only boys are
acceptable role models for both sexes.ie-The avarge pre-kindergarten child spends more than 60% of his
wakin me before a television set. By th time he goes to
kindergarten the child will have devoted More hours to watching
-television than a studebt spends in Tour tears of-college classes.
Further to this: By the time a child finishes high school, they will
have seen 350,000 commercials, many of them of dubious content
and value:
(Dr. Gerald L. Looney, University f Arizona)

The average TV-watching child ees over 22,000 commercials per
year.

Dr. Barbara R. Fowles, Ph.D., Associate Director of Research,
Children's Television iforkshop
The fact is that young children are creatures whose plelmary goal In
life is to learn. They don$seek out teleirision when they,are very
young to alleviate boredom. Little children don't get bored. They
watch television to learn and to help them master their environrnent.

Children's attention patterns and reasoning processes are distiAtly
and qualitatively different fromthose of adults, so their ways of
processing and dealing with information are different from adults.
We cannot judge or anticipate a child's response to television in
terms of our own.

Robert M. Liebert, professor of psychology and psychlatry,"State
University of New York at Stony Brook; Scientific director, Media
Action Research Centre.

Well-designed spot messages have a unique capacity to capture and
hold the attention ofe child audience. For this reason, they ,
potentially can exert an influence far beyond what their short length
might suggest.

Children, particularly young children, often misunderstand-the
intended message of spot announcements for both commercial
products and public service Information.

Spot rnessages,tecause of the urgent, driving style and abundance
of highly charged emotional elements, can easily lead to unintended
effects. -

theres a direct causal connection between television violence and
aggressive behaviour in the young.

Telling-evidence has emergecito support the view that other aspects
of programming are socially important; racial, ethnic, and sex role
biases, for example, have not been shown to be cultivated in
children by much oftoday's enteriainmentlfare.

c

Dr: Richard Medical Director, Family Health
Care Prcigram, Hary rd Medical School.
To children, normally impulsive, advertis
things demand immediate gratification.

tiOs

ments for appealing
n advertisement to a child



has the quality ohan order, not a suggesilOn. The child lacks the
ability to set priorities, to determine relative irrfportance, and to
reject some directives as iriapOrOjDriate ... The child responds as
much to the setting as to the object advertised, unlike ap adult, and
is able to separate the two. Th-Os the real toy is very often found by
the child to b disappointing ...- The child cannot judge the
mo,netary valeof advertised merchandise, an instrinsic and crucial
patof the adult's evaluation and consideration.

(access 16, August 11, 1975 pg. 1, 9)

"It has beep suggested that if Subliminal Perception" is found tole
reasonablY`effeotive in2TV, it would offer a way of tendering
commerciels "invisible". The public could be informed who the
sponSors were through a brief listing at the beginning of the TV
show, and then the COmmercial messages could be totally integrated
into the program itself. If such a system evolved, commercial TV
'might start looking much More like Pay TV."
Educational Broadcasting,-Nov. I Dec.-75 \Subliminal perception:

'Myth br magic? Ron Whittaker"

If "seeing is bell wing" - then what is "almost seeing"?.

Studying the'Studies what should we make of the following conclusions, each of which
has as its basis an examination of human response in the context in
wqich,it most naturally occurs.

heavy television viewing is directly-related to disadvantaged
social and cultural backgrounds as well as those behavioral
disorders which include aggression:
children who thegreatest amount of time before a television
set were those from a disadvantaged background and who
experienced few if any "positive" events in their particular
lifestyles.

low inoome boys vievaiolent television scenes as acceptable, as
reflecting real life and Ultimately preferred the viewing of violent
scenes as opposed to non-violent content.

as a child spends moretimein_front of a television pt his
willingness to accept what he sees as reality also inofeases.

sten ignored in the midst of television's relationship to antisociat
\ttitudes is the reality that many of the models presented on TV
reflect a very "prosocial" behaviour and are4herefore positive In'
influence. Media models involved in sharing,Thelping, and the
like can facilitate imikation of Similar pOsitive acts in the observer.

Included in what we referred to as "prosocial" behaviours one
might include the following considerations:
- Altruism
- Control Of self - impulses
- Delay of gritification persistence
- Explaining feelings of oneself /Others

6 "4
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- Reparation for bad behaviour
- Resistence to temper
- Sympathy

;t
- The process of identification/ wbo,does the viewer identify with?

T*The amount of televisionselevision/OE:wing increases during the
. elementary school years, then decreases during.the high schoolexperience.

(J. Lyle, 1972.study)

*Young persons typically urn to television for ni and
.

entertainment
diversion, they prefer music rather than TV when they arehurt,angry, or lonely.
(Lyie'8, Hoffmaii,,1972)

* By (he second grade, children begin to express distrust of
commercials and by the sixth grade "global" distrust'is said toexist. (Ward, 1.9724-1->

*Young children are not typically capable of distinguishing
.ommercials end the economic motive behind them from
ordinary program content.
(Ward, Wackman,- Faber; & Lesser, 1974)

I

*".Novel, aggressive behaviour sequenceS are learned by children .through exposureto realistic portrayals of aggression on ,television or in films...the actual performancy of aggressive
behaviour's learned from the media is largely contingent on thechild's belief in the effectiveness of aggression in attaining his
goalS...the mass media typically present aggression as a 'highlyeffeave form of behaviour." r
(R. E. Goransor, 1970)1

zb

How's Your Nose For News? or N4 News Is Ndt Necbssarlly GoodNews
Bet you iiidrat ow that:
Sex is aynajor dete inant, in news viewing:.boys Vilatch`more newsprograms than girls. News viewing xesults in moderately increasedperceptions about p and things., TV, news exposureproduces moderately- ncreased interpersonal discussion of. news ?4,Cevents with both peers and parents. News formath'stimulates
approximately 50%* of .adolescent viewers to seek additional
inforMation.

r .. . iIsn't it fantastic that everything that happens every day is exactlyan hair's worth of views." You:don't suppose they lefranything ..-our:),
'%,.-.`1.----Y(fVlason Williams) ,

v.!

An excellent source of recent research data Is: "The Effects of Television OnChildren: What Is The.EvIdence?" by. George Comstock of the Rand `'Cot,poration. His paper wad presented at the 1975 TeletomMunications
Policy Researchaonference at Airlie, 16-19/751 Reprinted Inthe Journal orCOmmunIcatIon, Winter/76.

,
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"If the patterns of behaviour dispiayed.on TV are learned and
thus become part of the behavioural repertoire of the individual,

, -

they are thus available for translation into performance under,the
appropriate incentive conditions."

The best antidote for tpe above assumption, based on imitation or
mode1ling,is thP widely expressed cathartic notion which contends
that acts of violence on televlsion function as a substitute for
aggressive impulses and thereby releases some of the motivation
behind impulsive and abprrant behavioural or social patterns.

When we discuss media violence our concern is not necessarily with
the-productitself for in a medium such as television it alters on an
hourly basis. What we are concerned with is a cumulative effect
which may engender one or more of the following:

an approval of aggression
a willingness to use violence
the resorting to violent acts to resolve conflict '

a mind-set or attitude Which accords a certain effectiveness to
vl ence
a ins ity to distinguish fantasy violerice from real life violent
situati ns
an accumulation of a number of verbal and ph sical responses
which are prevalent in media models but which are nevertheless,
antisocial behaviou%

By7itmate of fourteen ichild has seen 18,000 human beings
killed on television.
(ArizOba Television Studies)

Using 1967 statistics, an average hour of cartoon content contained
three times as many violent episodes as did the average drama hour
for adults. By 19§9 the ratio was up to 6:1.

On thebasis of three'American networks and a total of 376.08
hours of programming it was obseryed that there were a totti of
2,796 violent eplsodesi or an average of 7.43 per hour. The
violent episodes ranged from a low Otonly 9 at six A.M. to a high
of 317 at 4 P.M. Who watches the Ipik of TV at 4 P.M.? ,

(Slaby, Quarfofth, McConnach le, "Television Violence and Its
Sponsors'', Journal of Communication, Winter,1976
1)

In the United States, the Surgeon General's office recently
conducted, a three

/ear
survey Into the effects of.televised vi lence

on the behaviour of children. At a cost of $1.8 million and b ed on
some 23 separate studies the conclusions, couched in terms such

as4' preliminary and tentative",pstablished,little more than a
"casual" relationship between Tv violence and aggression in
children.

I

"Desensitization of Children to Television Violence" Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology. Cline, Crofti 1973
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"The Balance Sheet:
A Layman's

Guide to TV Viewing"

4

If you want to judge TV programsfor children keep the following in
mind:

A piaram is deSirable if it ,

Aids the child in understanding himself and others.
Aids the child in developing suitable ideas, values, and bellefS.
Promotes the growth of interes,ts, enriches play, and adds to the
child's information. .

Presents experiences suited to thachild's degree of maturity.
Promotes language developent, employs clear, correct, and
interesting conversation of discussion.
Provides enjoyment and is related to wholeSome interest, play,
and other activities.
Fosters_appreciation of well-written and well -illustrated 71.
materials. Stimulates wide reading.
Fosters an understanding of the world and of the child's
responsibility for growing uplo be an informed and resp nsible
citizen.

Judge a program undesirablp if it
'Encourages passivity rather than participation.
ri,t:ferly exciting and. emotionally,disturbing;thowsexcessive
torture, terror ancipunislhrment:
Is prejudiced, unrealistic and presents people as sterotypes.
Glamoriies crime, greet, cruelty, and other undesirable qualities.
Presents trivial experiences that add nothing to a child's
knowledge.
Uses an unsuitable vocabulary, one that is too difficult or too east;
employs faulty grammar, vulgarity, silly slang and nonsense
words.
DistortsrealityK-encobrages the child to become fearful, insecure,
dependent, and Lincoope,rative.
Portrays situations that are too mature to be understood or so
infantile as to be absurd..
Is boring (really good children's fare is almost always Interesting
to adults as well).

Fite: Human Relations 9/72/10M
4.

"Parents who are not willing to supervise their children's viewing
or spend time interacting, discussing, and sharing-ideas with
themsniarbe made to realize"they are bypassing their greatest
opportunity to impart their own values. Instead, children's/
values, ideas, and attituded become those of the televsio,set;
shallow, unrealistic and distorted."

q File: Human Relations 9/72/10M

A Public Selkice Announcement
"Individual Citizens and the communities they comprise owe a
duty to themselves and their peers to take an active Interest in the
scope and quality of the television service which...has a vast
impact on. their lives and the lives of their children....Their
responsibilities are important. They are the owners of the
channels of televisionindeed °tall broadcasting."
(Justice Warren E. Burger)
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A Further checklist for evaluating chili:lien's programthing
The Committee of Children's Television in San Francisco has
prepared checklist from which the following Ise portion:

Does the program appeal to the audience for whom it is intended?
(A program for one-year-olds should be different from a program
for six-year-olds).

Does the program present racial groups positively and does it
show them in situations that enhance the third world child's
self-}naage.
Does the program present gender roles and adult roles positively?
Does the program present social issues that are appropriate for
the child viewer and perhaps are something a child can act on at a
child's level? (Cleaning up litter vs. reducing atomic fall-put, or
caring for pets vs. saving wolves.) .

Does the program encourage values, ideals and beliefs that you
consider worthwhile?

Does the program present conflict that a child can understand and
does it demonstrate positive techniques for resolvirig conflict?
Does the program separate'fact from fantasy?' Does it separate
advertisements from prbgrem content?

Does the program stimulate constructive activities and does it
enhance the quality of child's play ?,

Does the program- present humour at a child's level? (Or is it
adult sarcasm, ridicule, oran adult remembering what he thought
was funny from his childhood?)

Has your child seen an appropriate count of televislon for the
day? (Is it time to turn the set off?)

(Media Watch Vol. 1#7, march/16 pg.2)

ry ^
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The National Association for Better Broadcasting has established
the following standards for evaluating television programs:.

STANDARD DESIRABLE-IF UNDESIRABLE -.IF

1. Does it appeal to
the audience for whom
intended?

It gives informatioh
and/or entertainment
related to real life
situations or interests.

4 Dull, boring,'not
related to experience
or interests;
exaggerated beyond
believability.

2. Does It meet
people's needs for
entertainment and
action?

Wholesome
adventure, humour
fantasy, suspense.

Unnecessary morbid
emphasis on cruelty
and.violence; loud,
crude, or vulgar..

3. Does it ttdd to one's
understanOing and
appreciation of
himself, dthers, the
world?

Sincere; constructive;
informative; balanced
picture of life;
encourages decent
human relations; fair
to races, nations,
eeligions, labour and
management.

;
One -sided
propaganda; arouses
prejudice; plays on
emotions and lick of
knowledge.

4. Does it encourage
worthwhile ideals,
Values, and beliefs?
[family life, etcl]

Upholds acceptatlle
cistandards of behavior;

promotes democratic
and spiritual values,
respect for law,
decency, service.

Gla9iorizes crime,
indecency,
intolerance, greed,
cruelty; encourages
bad material success,
personal taste, false
standards of'vanity,
intemperance, ?

immorality.

5. Does the program
stimulate constructive
activities?

Promotes interests;
skills, hobbies;
encourages desire to
learn more, to do
something
constructive, tosbe
creative, to solve /-
problems to work and.
to live with others.

Details of theft,
robbery, smuggling
and other crime; if
problems are soitied
triarute force, or if
situations areTesolved
by chance rather than
be logical story
development.

6. Does it have artistic
qualities?

Skillfutproduction
to music, script,
acting, direction, art
work, sets, sound
effcts, photography.

Poorly done job;
confusing; hard to
follow; action too fast,
too slow; sound too
loud, tol6 low.
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Did You Know ...

that it is illegal to videotape Hockey Night In Canada games froni
your television set?
that you are illegally breaking copyright when you videotape
Saturday Night At The Movies off air?

tt-ls-the same legal principle that is brokea-1;i4la teacher reproduces a
-page from a book or textbook illustration.uch violations. have already led
to litigation in Ontario.)

The question of copyright and reproduction rights.is a crucial issue
for teachers and the temptations to infringe this right are great with
the possibilities offered by videotape machines, photostat machines
and audio tape recorders. But with decreasing budgets for
purchasing and increased difficulties in providing distribution
access, many publishing and television broadcasting agencies are
becoming very stringent in their allowing teachers to break the
copyright and reproduction laws of Canada.

if you are interested,in reproducing a television program (either in
part or in whole) through videotape machines, check first to see if
the program is copyrighted -- often notices about this are included _

directly in the program or in protnotional materials for that program.
If the prograM has a copyright, then determine what address You as

teacher-can write to in order to enquire about the educational
possibilities available to you in that copyright in terms of
reproduction -- there may be none whatsoever! Write a letter
indicating what you are interesting in reproducing and why you
would like to do this. Also indicate whether or not you are going to
playback the recorded program for money. Many teachers have
found that even doing thii, however, Is no guarantee that yoU will be
allowed legally to do such activities.

(Do this long before you intend to either reproduce the program or use It.
Many firms refer these matters to their legal departments for advice.)

If your letter is replied to, be sure to maintain that letter on file if the
permission is granted or if a fee is to be charged. Some teachers
ha,ie found that they are only allowed, even with perms, ion to
reproduce, to keep the reproduction or use it fora specIfied4ength of,
time.

An important considerationin this matter Is for you as teacher to
realize that the OECA/TVOntario is actively involved in assisting
teachers with these problems, not only in Its television and radio
programming, but also its educational publications. As often as
possible, they are clearing the rights forithese materials so that
teachers can videotape off-air and utilize the videotapes and
audiotapes found in the VIPS catalogues without fear of infringing
on copyright. But not all programs broadcast over the TVOntarlo
network are cleared -- write directly to OECA/TVOntario for such
information. Note in thell PS catalogues which tapes have
"unlimited" rights and hose that have rights for specified periods;
copyright has been cleared for these. Examine the OECA's
educational publications for copyright and reproduction priviledges.

(Refer to the Address Section of thils.too9k for OECA/TV Ontario)
a 0



Ask And Ye Shall Retrieve:
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Each of us, in the very near future will have to make a number of
critical adjustments. For one thing', televisibn is the partial
custodian of the "new print". Video terminals, monitors, teletype
facilities - all located in strategic places put us almost in constant
contact with the changing patterns of international events. Such
facilities already exist in airports and brokeragebouses. Presently
limited to arrivals, departures, and changing market trends, their
potential is obviously much greater. As the future comes crashing
down upon us ask youself how far away are the events which follow.

Imagine a morning in the near future. You are at breakfast.. The
dining area is regaled with a small colour video monitor: It has asan auxilliary an equally small computer terminal which is linkedto a large information retrieval system to which you subscribe.
You touch a key, and the morning headlines flash onto your
screen, perhaps only seconds after the event described has taken
place. Press another button and background data dn the people,
places or events described are there for the asking. Want more?
Then the entire contents of libraries, galleries, universities, film
and record companies "pop up" before your eyes. Your toast
may not even be ready, so while you wait you may check into the
weather or specific sales items at your favoUrite store. You mayeven do some iompletely-computerized shopping. Almost
Without exception the information should be retrievat?le within
seconds. Though initially expensive, the new ways of handling
information will becomea daily part of our "video-life" no
different than using the phone, a service whose costwill parallel

a the paying of a hydro dill. No longerill'webe limited by the
restraints of time and space, passively waiting for the paper-boy
or the six o'clock news. But rather, we will have become
participants arid even programmers iri,aelecting the flow of
information essential to our day. Not Ot masters of the media,
we are nevertheless soon to become its manipulators, suddenly
"active" after almost three decades of video "passivity ".

Television and Its Futura:?Unlike Print, Hardfrgit in Its Ways
Looming on the horizon isa completely holographic or
three-dimensional approach to both film and television. Based on
powerful laser beams, and a series of intricately placed lens and
mirror combinations, holography will present a neatly resolved 3-D
image of realiity. Oh an international front scientists are labouring
to remedy problems of motion, colour, projection formats, and even
details as simple as audience placement. Once again a major
entertainment medium is in the hands of scientists and
technologists. It would appear that within adecade homeowners
may well be re-examining their entertainment needs, perhaps
measuring their affluence by the presence of holographic reception
in their family entertainment centres.

It is in the realm of domestic consumerism that numerous media
revolutions are most likely to take place. As we look about North
America we discover the presence of lightweight, portable, much
simplified and certainly less expensive movie and video equipment.

Led by the spate of electronic video games, each reflecting the
tensions of a hockey, tennis, or even a chess match, we see a

f..
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growing. willingness to participate in the world of closed-circuitry.'
Witness the hand calculator, only a feW years ago, a part of the
wizardry of NASA, and now in tne hands of children as they march
off to their first day in school. As people become familiar with and
less intimidated by formats such as video-recording and playback,
video-taped portapaking will beused much more extensively in
interpersonalfOrnMunication. Ponder the day of the videogram,
videocards, vldeoessays, videophones, expanded video services for
selecting dating and mating postibilities, video records of key
moments in one's life, video InventorieS of skills or talents which '

might be used for job applicatIons and an infinitevariety of equally
significant personal uses.

Sikh exciting "video excursions" into the world of reality:May well
free individuals frRm the capriciousness of language. and its, )
numerous semanqc pitfalls.

.1

1 \
But it is in the area of big business, the networks, the cable
companies, and the manufacturers that the true media revblution is
occuring. As vast computer somplafices become the norm, more
schools, Irdustries, and institutions will avail themselves of the
wealth of ffiformation and virials which" ill be almost instantly
available. Requests made through smaller home and office
corOuter terminals will connect the user to local, national, and via

. satellite, international sources of inforination stored on magnetic
tape and perhaps in the future.on a variety of formats: plastics,
celiuloids, films and even plasma/ liquidystals.,

{ ,

Tile Library of Congress In Washington, D.C. Is the largest library
In the world. It has over 327 miles of books and reference nrerials
in ' some 59 million items; including almost 15 milliotikbooks nd
pamphlets which when combined occupy some six acres of space.

ci)Imagine the storage problem and anticipate the future. [Gbinfiess
Book of World Records) -

The Future: If by the mid-sixties the world's production led to t000
books per day and 60 million pages of scientific and technical data
per year then what we have befdrels in the seventies and eighties
Is:

A Colossal Problem With Storage. But, using a photo-reducing
process like "ultrafiche',' (a 96-times reduction) the entire contents
of the Library of Congress could be comfortably stored im just six
filing cabinets.

Consider
-

A number of lerge newspapers, including. the Southam chain are
already making useskfvideo typewriters whiCh.possess a keYboard
not unlike,an ordinary typewriter. But, as copy Is typed it appears
on a small screen attached to the top of the unit. Errors can be
instantly corrected by rolling back the image and typing the new or.
corrected type over It.Mhen satisfactorily completed the author
simply pushes a code button and the article is sent to a larger
computer for storage until such time as it is retrieved by an editor.
Print -out occurs on a similar video screen and can be edited to size.

Alternate code buttons facilitate the lection of final typasige and
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style and content merely remains in this finished fashion until
the electronic request for final printing takes place.

The Greater Reality ,

The marriage between the corriputer and a variety of video terminals
will be central to the information and communication explosion we
now pay lip service to on a daily basis. But tlie,real revolution retts
in the realization of true "two-way comMunication".

Recent Rand Corporation predictions have.suggested that.by the
end of the century cable systems made up'of 400 channels will be
capable of delivering 40% of all mails.'

Cablevision
As off-air broadcasting and the networks consume the VHF
spectrdm and PBS and educational facilities "chomp" away on the
UHF band, cable television has come into its own. CATV is
assuredly one of the waves of the future, combining pay-television
prospects with the infinite_potential of local-and special inteXst--
programming on a regional, city, and even block level of interest.
Already.'vnarrowcasting" as a concept has emerged in those centres
where cable companies have seriously approached that portion of
their mandate which dements that they actively solicit *and support
public access to program m in§ at thellfl leveh

Several years ago, R.C. Stiort,Ahe ttitri President of the Canadian
Cable Television Association linked cable to the following prospects
and potential services:

In the next five years, the transmission of over-the-4r broadcast
signals Will become a smaller percentage of the total services
offered by cable television. Public response can bring into being the

- following cable services for which the technology presently ex- isls:
:residential meter reading of the consumption of electricity, gas
and home heating oil;
teleshopping with comparative purchasing data;
channels*devoted to full time/eporting-otnews and current
affairs;
up to the moment reports frim the stock market;
information retrieval from data-centres;
interactive instructional prograrei;
interactive TV games;
tr 'rtation schedules visually portrayed with reservation
se s;
bank SerYiceS;

- local auction sales;
`?electronic voting;

interactive vocational counselling

t

From the text of an address given by fi, C. Short to the Canadian industrial
Communications AsseMbly, 20th Semi-annual Educational Conference, .

Montreal, March 17/72.
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'Other sources eflvisage services such as electronic surveillance,
smoke and fire detection, intrusion detectors and domestic
participation in.public affairs issugAeleconferencingilelernedicine
and numbers ways of replacing the need for costlyliuman
transportion and mobility by simple, okeven not sagimple electronic
Communication devices. With-the adveN of domestic compuster
terminals and a proliferation of available channels, via laser or .

optical fibre waveguides, the prospect oftraditional "broadcasting
network'; belhg replaced by limited target audience special interest
`narrowcasfing" becomesressential for our expanding future

information needs.

Closelj, linked to Cable islay-TV, al ready a reality in matey North
American urban centres. It has been established that as few as 400
subscribers could make pay TV a viable proposition, but at.least a
half million people or'rntre would be required if the service is to
include actual program production. Long since a reality in the
Toronto area, the service has been extended to a number of major
hotels who offer firstrun movies piped directly into guest suites for
a small additional charge. major sporting, theatre, and ctural
events are onlya part_of_the content now available to pay TV
subscribers. As the range of content increases and the appeal
broadens, it is not too diffit'ult to envisage the day when audience
response will be more than a source of simple feedback or merely .a
part4he "ratings game", but rather will be truly instrumental in
deter ning the "contere of at least one major sector of the
mediurri we call TV.

Satellitei and Direct Broadcasting
When man constructed the first transmission tower of 100 fOOt
height, his signal.could be received SOme 121/2 miles away; a 1000'
tower increased the range to 39 miles. But what of a satellite
spinning some 23,000 miles in space and also functioning as a.
transmitter whose range touches a full Vet the globe? Shades of
"Big Etro'ther'lc'! Indeed, international fear has resultediin a number
of conferences to limit and control the nature of future satellite
signals. But in highly populated parts of Europe, where literally
every portion of every khown signal spectrum has been consumed,
the prospects of a new 121/2 gigaHertz band for direct satellite
broadcasting is indeed exciting. Already the technology to reduce
Message "spill" beyond certain national boundarieS does exist and

"'seems to be allaying thefears initially expressed by a number of
governments. Such satel I itesare real lyrirci generation. vet) icles,
andare unlikeearlier Telsat (A n ik 1) or ntelsat versions whose
primary. ninction was' to replace microwaves. Here, reception, even
in remote areas, could be achieved at relativelymall cost,
conntcted directly into homes, schools, and cable systems and
withotst the need for elaborate network facilities. A further step

°? (O'wards a total inter4tional broadcasttng system and certainly a
new twist for McLuhan's notion of t he "global village".

Our Feet Back On The GroOrNmt Closer To Home:
Videg discs, not unlike present ay ,LP's, digital printout formats of
news and pertinent data, video broadcast newspapers, computer
terminals, instant retrieval and access to' unimagined stores of
inforthation -- all of theseand more, are soon to be a part of the
service provided by the lowly television receiver, sdon perhaps also
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forced to become digital in form and format - -all a part of the video
revolution.

Futures
0Ops, Missed video projection With a picture up to 75 feet and flat
panel TV hanging neatly on your wall, only inches in thickness, and
not unlike a picture.

Liquid crystals
What and when? First of all they are liquid but are unique in that
their molecular ructure is akin to a crystal and therefore
multi-fdceted. W at is exciting about liquid crystal is their ability to
receive, store an transmit photoelectric images. In capability, 'nv
the crystals m rivathe function of the computer, especially When
assembled into, large formation panels, not unlike today's
billboards: Already, Working models exist in Japanese media
research firms such as Matsushita.

"When emergized, crystal images appear almgo t instantaneous
and they canbeAhort-lived or long-lived; they can be stored
,indefinitely or-stored temporarily or-left to"decay (liecome
transparent) normally, otrithey can be erased immediately, only to
be recalled at a later time:'
The liquid crystal itsel s about a thousandth-of-an-inch thick and
is sandwiched betwee two glass plates, held by capillary
Action...the substanc ,is clear until photoactivation is Used to
initiate sufficient current in it to. produce the light-scattering
phenomena, or mode, which agitates the molecules and.causes
certain sections to become opaque. By Controlling the shape and
size of the areas in agitation, theopaque arias can be formed as
desired". /

.. ,

(Vectors, Summer, 1970, or Don Fabun, Dimensions of Change,
Glencoe Press, 1971) ,.

Hopefuls G

One obvious hopeful in the videodisc market is the Phillips -MCA
combination who through the Music Corporation of America has
direct access to Universal Studio's significant-111M inventory of.some
11;000,,titles. More recently this same group negotiated through

- Metromedia a further "package" which included35_Jacques
Cousteau one-houridocumentaries and a number orequally
significant National GeographiCepecials. Once again., the content
race Is on. The Phillips-MCA system, called Disco-yislon" lies a

'freeze-frame capability and could conceivably be marketed in the
$10-15 ra'nge and offer a content as diverse as tennis or golf ledsons
from toil.pros,-first run motion pictures, great moments in sports

c,4 suckas Olympic tr timphs, or even fullconcerts1-- from rock groups
to S a spearean erformances. The prospects of the video disc

/ and is application to education are enormous, at perhaps the lowest
cos yet devised and with a content prospect which seems almost .
u imited.
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Television Statiefics
in January, 1949 only 2.3 %. of North Amerken homes had
teievigion. By 1954 this had Increased tolost.over 50%, ip 1974 to
97%, or as one Imaginative statistician concluded: "More TV
-sets than indoor facilities". Another conclusion: "The number of
TV's in American homes is nearly double the totoidally
circulation ot newspapers":

Closer to home, television penetration is highest MIN, province of
rQuebec,where a full 98% of homes poSsess television. 1976
figures reveal that nationally 54.4% of TV sets are in colour
formats..Alberta is the highest in this preference with 63.9% of
the sets in that province In "living" colour.

"Broadcasting offers its product 'free' to the consumer and °

depends on advertising to supply, by the latest ceunt, gross,
annual revenues of $4.5 billion. As a-result, commercial TV's
prime allegiance is to the merchant, not the viewer."
Douglass Cater, "The intellectual in Videoland". Saturday
Review, 5/31/75 ,

(
America sSpend 46% of their leisure-time watching televisidn
and 1 c) of their leisure time reading. College educated _
individuals reduce their time before the TV set to 29 %. For those
with a high school education the-leisure time spent before
television is 48%; while those with grade school are electronically
indulged a full 67% Of the time we call leisure.
(Gal lupPpinion Index, #105, 1974)

The 1976 Olympics held in Montreal was seen by over a billion
people. The CBC, off Iola! host broadcaster, servicerme 60
television arid 110 radio organizations.

°

Spectators to the 76.0Iympics in Montreal were treated to'a TV
picture which was in excess of 60 feet wide-- a flat panel television,-
not unlike those incorporated into recentstadia construction where,
some form of instant replay is available fly those spectators who
Missed the live action event itself or who have through Hockey Night
In Canada and Wide World of Sport become insistent on i(istant-
replays.

Sesame Str sse
The E lish language version of Sesame Street is viewed in over
fifty countries. Native language versions are produced in Mexico,
Brazil, Germany. Rios are afoot toino(ease sucr;programmin
with a Sesame Street North 9rsion whicp Llould better refle9t the
Canadian scene. ,

- 16971 estimates con4uded that Sesame Strdet reached
approximately 8 million children on a daily basis.

b
r
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4OECA: For all catalogues,educationar
publications, audiotapes and,videotapes, please write:

.OECA /Teacher information Services.
P. O. Box 200
Station
Toronto; 0 torte

(tel: 48'44000)

Ss.

4.

For Utilization Service's, please write:
_

Mr. Jack Llvesley
Superintendent, Utilization ,
OECA
P. O. Box 200

'Toronto, Ontario
M4T2T1

CFTC . °

CRTQ's book on community cape hslerns, A Resource for the
Active Community,.is availatilen Englibh and French from

Tfricanadian GoVernment BookStore
Slater Street. .

v_Ottawa, Ontario
'.e:K1 A 0S9

(bitaloove No. BC92-611974)
. ),-7/, -Vy
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